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William A. Rozeboom declares as follows:
13

14 1. I am over the age of 18, am competent to testify, and have personal knowledge of

15 the facts stated herein.

16 2. I have reviewed the declarations of Steven G. Jones, Joseph Brascher, Donald
17

W E. Weitkamp, Paul S. Fendt, and the Port of Seattle's Memorandum Opposing ACC's Motion
18

for Stay, all filed by Foster Pepper & Shefelman, PLLC. I have also reviewed the declarations of
19

Ann Kenny, Eric Stockdale, Kelly Whiting, and the Department of Ecology's Response to20

21 Appellant's Motion for Stay, all filed by the Attorney General of Washington. I offer responses

22 to the above documents, most of which include some reference to my declaration filed previously

23
in support of ACC's Motion for Stay.
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1 3. I have also reviewed other recent declarations filed by the Port and Ecology, not

2 identified above, in addition to very large quantities of emails, reports, internal memoranda, and

3
other documents obtained by the ACC from Ecology, the Corps of Engineers, and other agencies

4

through Public Disclosure Requests by the ACC. These documents have been provided to me by
5

the ACC for information and review. I have reasonably comprehensive knowledge of all6

7 publicly available documents involving SeaTac hydrology and natural resource issues, and the

8 positions taken on those issues by the Port and Ecology from October 1999 to date.

9
4. The declaration of Steven Jones, ¶3, discusses Port responses to public comments

10
and attaches as exhibits copies of the Port's responses to comment letters received from Amanda

11

Azous, Dr. Peter Willing, Dr. John Strand, and Tom Luster, together with the original comment
12

13 letters, all of which were filed by the ACC. The materials provided by Mr. Jones however fail to

14 include my comment letter, also filed by the ACC, or the Port's response to that letter. In order that

15 the record be more complete, my comment letter of February 15, 2001 is attached as Exhibit A, the

16
Port's response to that comment letter is attached as Exhibit B, and my follow-up comment letter of

17
June 25, 2001 is attached as Exhibit C. These documents show that there are many significant

18

issues which have been raised previously and which the Port and Ecology in my opinion have failed19

2O to satisfactorily address.

21 5. Most of the points I will make in this Declaration fall into one of three broad

22 categories of disagreement with the Port and Ecology. First, I strongly disagree with the Port and

23
Ecology's assertions as to the adequacy of the calibration of the HSPF modeling used to assess

24
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1 stream low flow impacts to Walker and Des Moines Creeks. Second, I strongly disagree with the

2 Port and Ecology's assertions that effects of Industrial Wastewater System improvements on

3
stream low flow impacts can or should be ignored. Finally, I very strongly disagree with the Port

4
and Ecology's assertions that the significant problems and deficiencies in the low flow mitigation

5

plan can be adequately resolved with the conditions proposed in Ecology's 401 Certification.
6

There also are miscellaneous errors and points of disagreement which do not fall into the above7

8 categories.

9 6. The Declaration of Ann Kenny, ¶19, states that the Port "agreed to comply with

10 the King County Surface Water Design Manual". This statement is misleading and inaccurate.

11
The Port agreed to comply with only the technical provisions of the Manual, and negotiated an

12

exemption from what the Port considered to be "procedural" requirements. In particular, the Port
13

claimed exemptions from King County requirements for Drainage Reviews and Financial14

15 Guarantees. If the Port had fully complied with the King County Surface Water Design Manual

16 (KCSWDM), the airport improvements would have been subject to a Large Site Drainage

17
Review (KCSWDM Section 1.1.2) and through that process might have incurred additional flow

18

and water quality requirements beyond the KCSWDM minimum requirements. In the initial
19

King County review findings (Paragraph 3, Enclosure 1, Letter dated September 15, 2000 from
2O

21 King County/Bissonnette to Ecology/Luster), King County states, "If processed under King

22 County regulations, this project would have exceeded the threshold for Large Site Drainage

23 Review and would have been subject to the procedural requirements whereby performance

24
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I

1 standards are tailored specific to the proposed development. " From the King County reviewer's

2 recent declaration (Whiting, Page 5, top bullet) it is stated that "Enhanced water quality treatment,

3 beyond the Manual's basic menu may be warranted based on the monitoring data presented in the

4
SMP". The record should show that the project is not in compliance with the King County

5

regulations and, had such compliance been required, that enhanced water quality treatment would
6

have likely been required.7

8 7. The Port of Seattle's Memorandum opposing ACC's Motion for Stay, at Page 11,

9 Line 8, states "It bears emphasis that Mr. Rozeboom concedes that there is sufficient water to

10
meet the low flow needs. See Rozeboom, ¶4. "This is incorrect. No such statement or concession

11
was made by me regarding sufficient water to meet low flow needs.

12

8. I am in partial agreement with the Port and Ecology as to the adequacy of the
13

HSPF model calibration for this project. I agree that some of the calibration is adequate, but14

15 strongly disagree that all of the calibration is adequate in light of the range of purposes to which

16 the models are being employed. I disagree in particular with the statement by Fendt, ¶24, that

17
"The calibration approved by King County in the SMP is also applicable to the Low Flow

18
Analysis. " It is my opinion that the HSPF model calibration to Miller Creek is adequate for a

19

range of applications, but that calibration to Walker and Des Moines Creek is not. The
2O

21 hydrologic processes affecting surface-runoff peak flows are different from the hydrologic

22 processes affecting groundwater-seepage low flows, and successful calibration to peak flows

23

24
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1 does not assure successful calibration to low flows. My overall opinion of the current (September

2 2001) calibration of the models being used for this project is as summarized below.

3 HSPF Model -- Flow Regime Calibration Adequate?

4
Miller Creek - Peak Flow YES

5 Miller Creek - Low Flow YES
Walker Creek - Peak Flow YES

6 Walker Creek - Low Flow NO

Des Moines Creek - Peak Flow YES
7

Des Moines Creek - Low Flow NO

8
My statements in the remainder of this declaration focus on the Walker Creek and Des Moines

9

Creek low flow models which are in my opinion deficient.
10

11 9. I believe that my assessment of the HSPF model calibration is more or less

12 consistent with the opinions of the King County reviewer retained by Ecology, and possibly the

13 Port's own consultants with credible expertise in HSPF modeling. The King County reviewer's

14
declaration (Whiting, Page 7, Line 7) states that "These calibrations have been accepted for

15

purposes of SMPflow control mitigations. " However, the King County reviewer does not provide
16

17 any endorsement or acceptance of the model calibration relative to low flow analysis or mitigation.

18 Instead, he recommends further documentation and discussion of the accuracy of the calibrations in

19 predicting upper-stream low flows (Whiting, Page 7, Line 18). Aqua Terra, the Port's consultant

20 responsible for modeling flows and impacts in Miller and Walker Creeks, states (Brascher, ¶1 1)

21

that "The HSPF Modeling that will be included in the final version of the Low Flow Analysis will
22

be peer reviewed and endorsed by Norman Crawford, the hydraulic engineer who actually
23

24 developed the model itself." By inference, there is an expectation by the Port's own consultant that
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the current HSPF model(s) will be revised, presumably to correct some deficiency, prior to1

2 inclusion in a final low flow analysis. Also, Brascher's statement indicates that the current models

3 have either not been subjected to a competent peer review or that there has been no public

4
disclosure of the results of a competent peer review which may have already occurred.

fi
10. The Port's submittals fail to provide credible information regarding the adequacy of

6

the HSPF model for Des Moines Creek. From the declaration of Aqua Terra / Brascher, ¶4, Aqua7

8 Terra performed the modeling of surface water flows for Miller and Walker Creeks, but that

9 "Parametrix performed the modeling for Des Moines Creek in consultation with other

10 subconsultants. " In the declaration of Parametrix project manager Fendt at ¶2, it is notable that

11
HSPF experience is absent from Mr. Fendt's summary of qualifications. The declaration of Brasher

12
at ¶13 states his opinion that the results of the HSPF model constitute an "accurate assessment of

13

the impacts on theflows of.. Des Moines Creek", but it is not apparent how he could have reached14

15 this opinion when the modeling for Des Moines Creek was performed by others apparently not

16 associated with Aqua Terra. In all of the declarations filed by the Port and Ecology, I have been

17
unable to locate a declaration for any person directly responsible for the HSPF low flow modeling

18
of Des Moines Creek.

19

11. Statements have been made to the effect that my analyses and conclusions are based
20

on a single year of data (Weitkamp, Page 10, Line 19, Fendt, ¶24). This is incorrect. My previous21

22 declaration at ¶9 presented a plot of a single year of data (upper Walker Creek, 1991) as an

23 illustration of problems which occur over the period of record for model calibration. One of the

24
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1 problems is that the calibration for Walker Creek exaggerates the low flows in late summer and

2 discounts the low flows in June and July. The model simulation has flows which recede more

3 rapidly, and later into the fall, than is indicated by the actual gage data. The table below examines

4
this issue further, considering the full period of record for which calibration data arepresented in

5
the SMP for Walker Creek.

6

WALKER CREEK STREAMFLOW DATA AT UPPER GAGE, CFS
7 RECORDED = ACTUAL STREAMFLOW DATA RECORDED BY KING COUNTY

8 SIMULATED = HSPF MODEL RESULTS FOR SAME PERIOD

9 MINIMUM FLOW - RECORDED MINIMUM FLOW - SIMULATED

Jun-Jul Aus-Se P Difference Jun-Jul Aug-Sep Difference
10 1991 1.2 1.3 -0.1 1991 0.94 0.83 0.11

1992 1.2 1 0.2 1992 0.85 0.71 0.14
11

1993 0.9 0.8 0.1 1993 1 0.71 0.29

12 1994 0.89 0.73 0.16 1994 0.73 0.64 0.09
1995 0.13 0.12 0.01 1995 0.87 0.74 0.13

13 1996 0.85 0.41 0.44 1996 0.87 0.74 0.13

14

AVERAGE FLOW - RECORDED AVERAGE FLOW - SIMULATED

15 Jun-Jul Aus-Se p Difference Jun-Jul Aug-Sep Difference
1991 1.55 1.62 -0.07 1991 1.17 0.98 0.18

16
1992 1.37 1.31 0.06 1992 1.01 0.82 0.19

17 1993 1.46 0.87 0.60 1993 1.35 0.82 0.53
1994 1.17 0.93 0.24 1994 0.92 0.72 0.20

18 1995 0.77 0.70 0.08 1995 1.05 0.90 0.15

1996 1.25 1.78 -0.53 1996 1.20 1.02 0.18
19

AVG 1.26 1.20 0.06 AVG 1.12 0.88 0.24
2O

21
Two key conclusions can be drawn from this summary examination of the calibration data for the

22

Walker Creek upper gage. First, the actual minimum flow recorded for the months of June and July
23

is about as low (see 1995) or is lower (see 1991) than in the months of August and September,24
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l representing 2 out of 6 years or 30 percent of all years of calibration record. Second, the actual data

2 show that average flows during June and July are on average quite close (within about 5% or 0.06

3 cfs) to average flows in August and September. The simulated flows, on the other hand, suggest

4
incorrectly that average flows in August and September are significantly lower (by about 21% or

5

0.24 cfs) than those in June and July. We repeat our previous point that the analysis should pay
6

7 appropriate attention to the actual data, and that the actual data in this instance do not support the

a Port's apparent conclusions that Walker Creek low flows occur only in the period of August 1

9 through October 31, and that mitigation should be provided for that period only.

10 12. The statement was made that calibration to low flows was accurate because mass

11
balance was achieved (Brascher, ¶14). While I agree with the importance of attaining mass

12

balance, I disagree with this statement, in its present context, for two reasons. First, attainment of
13

mass balance for a long-term (annual or multi-year) period does not provide any assurance that14

15 suitable mass balance is attained for the low-flow summer months which in this case is the period

16 of specific interest. Second, the examination presented above of the calibration data for the Walker

17
Creek upper gage show that mass balance was not achieved at that gage for summer low flow

18
months. The data show that for the 6-year period of calibration data, the simulation results on

19

ax_erageunderestimate the actual flows by about 11% (1.12 vs 1.26 cfs) for June and July, and20

21 underestimate the actual flows by about 27% (0.88 vs 1.20 cfs) for August and September. Not

22 only are the low flows consistently under-simulated, but for this gage the data suggest that the

23 simulation data are biased towards too-low flows in late summer and early fall. One practical

24
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1 implication of under-simulation is that reliance on the Port's model might cause false conclusions

2 to be drawn regarding whether future low streamflows show evidence of project low flow

3 reductions. For instance, using the actual data, low flow impacts would be indicated (for climate

4
conditions such as during the calibration period) if average August-September fell below 1.2 cfs,

5

but using the Port's model, no mitigation would be offered until the average flows fell below 0.88
6

cfs. I do not dispute that calibration data may have been accurate for other gages. My point7

8 remains that the calibration to low flows is poor or unknown for the upper gages on Walker and

9 Des Moines Creeks.

10 13. The statement has been made (Brascher, ¶16) that one of the ACC reviewers

11
(presumably meaning me) suggested that calibration should have been done using only the gage

12

located in the upper basin of these watersheds. That is not correct. The actual statement, which
13

14 may be found on page 8 of my February 2001 letter (Exhibit A) is given below.

15 We recognize that model calibration is a challenging process and that data reliability is
often an issue. However, because the purpose of this work is to address and mitigate

16 conditions in the upper basin (airport) areas of the watershed, calibration efforts should

17 place more emphasis on matching upper basin flows unless those data are confirmed to be
unreliable. The current calibration effort is deficient because it has placed too much

18 emphasis on matching conditions at the lower gage, and has prematurely discounted the
more-important upper basin data.

19

14. The statement is made by Brascher, also at ¶16, that King County has stated that the20

21 upper gage is less reliable than the lower gage for Walker Creek. However, no evidence or

22 supporting documentation is provided to show that King County ever made such a statement, and

23 there is no discussion of the specific data quality/reliability issues. The gage data for upper Walker

24
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1 Creek cannot be so readily or easily dismissed on hearsay information, particularly since gages

2 typically tend to be more reliable at low flows (which are of interest here) than at high flows for

3 which field streamflow measurements are more difficult to obtain.

4
15. The statement has been made (Brascher, again at ¶16) that if calibration was based

5
on gage data for the upper basin, then the model would have been out of calibration. This seems to

6

be a concession that the model is not well calibrated to the upper basin gage. It is my opinion that7

8 the calibration effort should seek to understand the physical processes affecting each individual

9 stream and to model these accordingly, rather than ignore available data which may be difficult to

10 model or reproduce. For example, in the case of Des Moines Creek (for which low flow modeling

11
was performed by persons unknown), we have previously identified several calibration issues

12

including groundwater processes which would likely result in difficulty in reproducing low fows
13

14 and attaining mass balance at both the upper and lower gages. The relevant text from Page 7 of my

15 February 2001 comment letter is repeated below.

16 Another groundwater-related problem with calibration is that it has overlooked possible
stream losses to groundwater in the lower part of the basin. Figure B 1-3 groundwater17
mapping shows that the Des Moines Creek below about elevation 200 feet does not

18 intersect the regional groundwater table. This transition area corresponds roughly to the
location of a knickpoint described in SMP page P-2 where the Des Moines Creek channel

19 gradient increases and where bed sediments change from fine grained materials to
relatively coarse materials with boulders, cobbles, gravel, and fine sand. Considering the

2O evidence of the streamflow data, it seems likely that the lower part of Des Moines Creek
includes a "losing reach" which has cut through the perching layer which supports the21
regional shallow groundwater table. The physical condition of a losing reach would be

22 consistent with streamflow data at the mouth which show unexpectedly low flow peaks
and volumes relative to streamflow data for the headwater areas. It is possible that the

23 "poor calibration" problems described by SMP page B 1-13, and the difficulty in

24
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1 reconciling measured flows at the upper and lower gages, could be rectified if the
presence of a losing reach were confirmed.

2

16. Statements are made to the effect that the Port's analysis is accurate because it is
3

based on 47 or nearly 50 years of flow record for each stream (Fendt, ¶¶13, 15, Weitkamp, ¶16).4

5 Such statements are misleading in that they fail to acknowledge that the analysis is based

6 fundamentally on about six years ofstreamflow record and 47 years of rainfall record. If the

7
calibration is poor, as appears to be the case for the upper gages for Walker and Des Moines

8

Creeks, then the HSPF modeling effort has produced a 47-year series of synthetic streamflow data
9

which are similarly poor. Given a choice between 1) a 47-year sequence of unreliable synthetic
10

11 flows based on a very poor calibration and 2) a six-year sequence of actual recorded flows, it is my

12 opinion that the actual recorded flows should provide useful data and most certainly should not be

13 ignored in favor of a longer synthetic sequence of dubious accuracy.

14
17. It is stated (Kenny, ¶21) that "by the time Ecology issued the 401 Certification in

15

August every single issue pertaining to the adequacy of the stormwater plan had been successfully
16

resolved and the SMP amended to reflect those changes. " This is misleading on at least two17

18 counts. First there are numerous stormwater and related issues described in my recent review and

19 follow-up letters (See Exhibits A and C) which in my opinion have not been successfully resolved.

20 Second, at the time of those review comments, the SMP included the low flow analysis and low

21

flow mitigation plan as one element of the SMP document, and the low flow analysis had clearly
22

become the greatest remaining hurdle to approval of the SMP. I consider it misleading for Ecology
23

to assert that every single issue had been successfully resolved when the primary remedy was to24
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1 remove the low-flow analysis from the SMP discussion and to process it as an independent

2 document. This resolution is inconsistent with King County review requirements (KCSWDM

3 Section 2.3) that drainage review documents include specific Technical Information Report

4
materials including "Special Reports and Studies." Under King County regulations, special reports

5

and studies serve to "further address the site characteristics, the potential for impacts associated
6

with the development, and the measures which would be implemented to mitigate impacts". The7

8 project low flow analysis would most likely be a required special study under the King County

9 drainage review process. The "successful resolution" described by Kenny required ignoring

10 substantive technical issues which in my opinion remain unresolved, as well as apparent non-

11
compliance with the procedural requirements of the King County Surface Water Design Manual.

12

18. Port and Ecology responses to my comments on the low flow impacts of the
13

Industrial Wastewater System (IWS) seem to have focused on the footprint of impervious surface at14

15 the IWS lagoons and IWS Lagoon 3 in particular (Kenny, ¶35; Ecology's Response, Page 12, Line

16 7; Port's Response, Page 10, Line 13; Fendt, ¶34) My comments have apparently been mis-

17
interpreted, and will be clarified here. My concern is not with the relatively-small footprint of the

18

lagoons, but rather with the fact that these lagoons have to some extent functioned historically as
19

infiltration ponds and have allowed some l_action of the water from the entire IWS collection area,
20

21 approximately 300 acres, to be infiltrated to groundwater at IWS Lagoons 1 and 2 which are located

22 at the groundwater basin divide between Walker and Des Moines Creeks. A description of the

23

24
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condition of the IWS lagoons at issue was provided on Page 9 of my February 2001 comment letter1

2 and is repeated below.

3 The IWS has a direct significant impact on seepage and base flows in the Walker and Des

Moines Creek systems by its removal of large areas of basin which would naturally form4
the headwater recharge areas for those streams. Until recently, the effects of these

5 diversions have been partially offset by infiltration recharge to groundwater from the

three IWS storage lagoons which are located near the groundwater divide between
6 Walker and Des Moines Creeks.

7 Our source of information on the history and status of the IWS system is a recent

8 hydrogeologic study by Associated Earth Sciences, Inc., "Hydrogeologic Study, Industrial
Waste System (IWS) Plant and Lagoons, Seattle Tacoma International Airport," prepared

9 for Port of Seattle, June 21, 2000. Lagoon 1 has been used to store wastewater since

1965. Lagoon 2 was built in 1972 and "is utilized during times of heavy rainfall events."

10 Lagoon 3 was constructed in 1979 and "is used to provide excess storage capacity for

industrial wastewater in the event that Lagoons 1 and 2 reach capacity." The bottoms of11
the lagoons most regularly in service - Lagoons 1 and 2 - were reportedly "composed of

12 compacted gravelly sand" which should have a relatively high infiltration capacity. A

program to install leak prevention liner systems in the lagoons has been underway since

13 1996: Lagoon 1 was lined in 1996, Lagoon 2 was lined in 1997, and construction

documents have been prepared for Lagoon 3 to be lined in the near future.14

15 My point is that the unlined IWS lagoons have historically allowed potentially significant

16 volumes of groundwater recharge from water collected from hundreds of acres of the IWS

17 collection system, and that IWS system leak reduction efforts, such as lining of Lagoons 1 and 2

18

in particular, seem likely to have some impact on stream low flows. While the lagoons were not
19

constructed or operated with the objective of achieving infiltration to groundwater (Fendt, ¶31)
20

the unlined lagoons have nonetheless served to perform an infiltration function. It is my opinion21

22 that these effects should be addressed in the assessment of airport impacts to stream low flows.

23

24
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1 19. It is apparently argued by the Port and Ecology that the IWS lagoon leak reduction

2 efforts (such as lagoon linings) should not be considered in the low flow analysis since these linings

3 already exist and because Section 401 Certification is not being sought for those activities. I

4
respond that year 1994 is clearly identified in the SMP (Page 2-2) as the base year to define existing

5
airport land use conditions, and that the lagoon linings are not grandfathered as they were

6

constructed subsequent to that regulatory base year. Second, while Section 401 Certification is not7

8 being sought directly for the IWS improvements, the proposed stormwater system clearly does rely

9 on IWS expansion to accommodate a significant amount of the increased runoff resulting from the

10 airport Master Plan Update (MPU) improvements. MPU improvements are expected to add

11
approximately 305 acres of new impervious surface to the airport, of which approximately 67 acres

12

or 22% will be diverted away from the storm drain system (which discharges to the area streams)
13

and into the IWS system (which discharges directly to Puget Sound).14

15 20. The statement is made by Fendt, ¶30, that I contended that the IWS Lagoon 3 is in

16 the Walker Creek groundwater contribution area. The intent of my previous declaration at ¶11 has

17
been misconstrued and will be clarified here. First, I did not state or intend to suggest that Lagoon

18
3 is in the Walker Creek groundwater contribution area. It is not. My point was and is that the IWS

19

service area--that is the area from which water is captured and removed from the stream systems20

21 and diverted into the IWS system---occupies a significant portion of the area mapped by SMP

22 Figure B2-2 as comprising the Walker Creek groundwater contribution area. To my knowledge,

23 the IWS system has been progressively enlarged through the period for which calibration

24
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1 streamflow data are provided in the SMP; the future year 2006 footprint of the IWS service area is

2 shown by SMP Figure B2-23. If one overlays this footprint of the IWS service area (Figure B2-23)

3
over the Walker Creek groundwater contribution area (Figure B2-2), it can be seen that the IWS

4
service area captures (and diverts into the 1WS system) nearly one half of the non-contiguous

5

groundwater recharge area for Walker Creek. It follows that the IWS system could potentially
6

cause up to about a 50% reduction in Walker Creek groundwater recharge and stream base flows7

8 relative to a pre-airport basin condition. Examination of the groundwater basin mapping further

9 shows that IWS lagoons 1 and 2 (both constructed in gravelly sand and expected to be leaky prior to

10 being lined in 1996-97) straddle the groundwater divide between Walker and Des Moines Creeks.

11
Lagoon 1 mostly overlies the Des Moines Creek groundwater basin while Lagoon 2 mostly overlies

12

the Walker Creek groundwater basin. Prior to these lagoons being lined, one or both likely
13

14 provided some groundwater recharge which in turn supported Walker Creek low fows. It is my

15 opinion that Walker Creek low flows may be particularly sensitive to IWS expansion and IWS

16 system leak reduction efforts, including but not limited to lining of Lagoons 1 and 2. My previous

17
declaration at ¶¶12 and 13 provided an analysis of the available data relevant to this issue and found

18

that either the data indicate a significant (about 0.5 cfs) decline in Walker Creek low flows over the
19

1991-1996 period of calibration data, or that the model calibration and streamflow data are too poor20

21 to draw any conclusions about anything.

22 21. The statement is made (Fendt, ¶38) that excavation in the borrow pit area would

23
cause an increase in recharge to the shallow regional aquifer. This misses my concern which

24
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1 involves gravel mining effects on flow timing, not recharge quantity. In light of the detailed

2
assessments which have been made to identify low flow timing benefits of embankment

3

construction in the Miller Creek basin, it seems unbalanced that there has been no comparable
4

assessment of potentially-adverse low flow timing impacts resulting from mining in the upper Des5

6 Moines Creek basin to obtain the materials for embankment construction.

7 22. The statement is made (Fendt, ¶29) that I (Rozeboom) am confused over "the fact

8 that the SMP is not intended to showprecise size oflowflow mitigation vaults - only their

9
probable locations. " Mr. Fendt's response does not allay my concern, as identified in my

10

previous declaration at ¶17, that the SMP causes confusion for me and probably others because it
11

identifies locations for low flow mitigation vaults which are different from the locations identified12

13 in the Low Flow Mitigation Plan. More complete details of this conflict between the SMP and Low

14 Flow documents as to the probable locations of facilities were previously provided to Ecology in a

lfi
letter by me dated August 6, 2001, as follows.

16
The (Low Flow) document is inconsistent with the Stormwater Management Plan (SMP) as

17 to what reserve storage facilities are proposed. One of our comments on the SMP was that,

while reserve storage was included in some preliminary facility drawings, there was no

18 comprehensive summary of what facilities were proposed to provide reserve storage. From

19 the present (July 23, 2001) low flow analysis document, it appears that the facilities being
proposed are those identified for each stream after the divider sheets titled "Summary of

2o Low Stream Flow Mitigation Vault Storage and Filling." These parts of the low flow

analysis document identify the following facilities: for Miller Creek - Vaults NEPL, Cargo,

21 SDN2X/4X, and SDN3X; for Des Moines Creek - Vaults SDS3 and SDS4; and for Walker

Creek - Vault F. However, these are different from the facilities for which preliminary22
reserve storage designs have been provided in the December 2000 SMP and recent SMP

23 addenda. Very recently, on July 2, 2001, the Port (by Parametrix) provided Ecology with

"Deliverable 7A (Miller Creek)" SMP revisions which included Exhibits C150 and C151

24 showing reserve stormwater storage and reserve stormwater release from Vaults C1, C2,
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1 and G1. These are different from the reserve storage vaults which are identified in the low

2 flow analysis. With the conflicting documentation in hand, it is uncertain what is actually
being proposed.

3

The SMP final versions of Figures C150 and C151, transmitted as part of a large set of SMP
4

5 replacement pages by Parametrix to Ecology on July 27, 2001, continues to show reserve storm

6 water releases from Vaults C1 and G1. Again, these vaults are different from the facilities

7 identified in the Low Flow plan as providing reserve storage for purposes of low flow mitigation. If

8 the intent of the SMP, as stated by Mr. Fendt, is to show the locations of the low flow vaults in

9

relationship to the proposed stormwater detention vaults, then the SMP has failed to achieve that
10

intent.
11

23. The statement is made (Fendt, ¶85) that "the merefact that there is not a technical12

13 manual for the lowflow proposal does not mean it is not feasible or based on sound engineering"

14 and "the constructability and engineering issues are far from unique and do not raise feasibility

15
concerns. " I agree fully that it is feasible to engineer and construct vaults and pipes. At issue is

16

whether those vaults and pipes will function as intended and will provide sufficient flow rates and
17

quantities to mitigate for the tow flow impacts of airport activities. From my review work of18

19 stormwater facilities at Snoqualmie Ridge, I have experience reviewing many "unique" stormwater

20 facilities including flow splitters and enclosed storage vaults which have been designed and

21 engineered without specific guidance from technical manuals. From that experience, it is my

22

opinion that lack of an applicable technical manual creates a significant opportunity for design
23

oversights and/or errors which can adversely affect facility performance. It is further my opinion
24
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1
that there is currently a high risk that the Port's low flow plan, if approved in its present draft form

2
and without the scrutiny of ongoing public review, will fail to achieve its intended mitigation

3

objectives. I base this opinion in part on the track record of design and analysis errors and
4

5 oversights by the Port's consultants. For example, the Port's November 1999 and August 2000

6 versions of the project Stormwater Management Plan contained very serious analysis flaws

7 which were identified only by the diligence of the ACC's review of the project documents and

8 subsequently by King County's review efforts. As an example of a recent construction plan

9
design oversight, the Port issued runway embankment construction plans in January 2001 which

10

could have substantially de-watered one of the wetlands which the project is claiming to protect.
11

That design oversight was identified by me on behalf of the ACC and brought to Ecology's12

13 attention as Comment 20f of my February 2001 letter (Exhibit A). The situation was

14 subsequently addressed by the Port and I responded as shown below with Comment 43 from my

15
letter of June 2001 (Exhibit C).

16
We appreciate that the Port recognizes the need for additional analyses and management

17 solutions to the challenge of pumping erosion control water from a pond which will be
excavated, within a wetland, to a depth which is about 9 feet below the seasonal

18 groundwater level. However, this is a situation which should have been identified and

19 corrected prior to Port approval of the construction plans 1 and specifications which
describe this work. The oversight illustrates that the Port's "systematic, critical

20 construction plan review process" (Port response 41) is fallible and would benefit from
additional independent review.

21

22

23 1Port of Seattle major contract construction plans titled "Third Runway - Embankment
Construction - Phase 4", Work Order #101346, Project STIA-0104-T-01, approved 1/25/01. The

24 accompanying two-volume Project Manual, including Specifications, is dated January 29, 2001.
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1 Again, for the reasons and history given above, it is my opinion that there is a high risk that the

2
Port's low flow plan, if approved in its present incomplete draft form and without the scrutiny of

3

ongoing public review, will fail to achieve its intended mitigation objectives.
4

24. It has been stated (Kenny, ¶33) that "Ecology was reasonably assured that the (low5

6 flow) impacts had been appropriately identified and that theproposed mitigation was technically

7 feasible." I fail to understand how there can be assurance of impacts being appropriately identified

8 when the accuracy and adequacy of low-flow model calibration is clearly at issue, as evidenced by

9
Ecology's Certification Condition I.1.a.iii which requires a discussion of the accuracy of the

10

calibration and a statement of the adequacy of the calibrations for the purpose of low flow
11

simulation. As to the technical feasibility of the proposal, it is my opinion that feasibility has been12

la demonstrated at only a highly conceptual level and that there is presently no assurance that this

14 conceptual plan can or will be successfully implemented. It is noteworthy that the King County's

15
review of the low flow impact analysis (See low flow impact analysis letter dated August 3, 2001

16

from King County/Bissonnette to Ecology/Kenny, Page 1) identified several inconsistencies and/or
17

gaps in the low flow analysis with "the potential to affect facility design and plan effectiveness
18

19 beyond a trivial amount. " The declaration of the King County reviewer confirms (Whiting, Page 6,

20 Line 13) that the low flow plan has "some unresolved design challenges. "My point, which the

21 King County comments seems to support, is that conceptual-level technical feasibility provides no

22
assurance that unresolved, non-trivial, design challenges can or will be adequately resolved.

23

24
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1
25. Ecology's water quality certification for this project includm four pages (22

2
tkrough 25) containing I37 lines of conditions affecting mitisarion of low flow impacts.

3

Attorneys for Ecology (Ecology Re._mlse, Page 9, Line 17) argue that these conditions are
4

5 sufficient to ensure that low flow impacts will be offset. In my opinion tile conditions as

6 proposedare for many reasonsimufficicnt to provide anysuchassurance.The single greatest

7 problem wizh the conditions is the requiremem that tim revised low flow plan be submitted

a within 45 days, and then that there is rio ol_ortunity or requirement for subsequent rexSew or
9

approval of the revised plan. 1"hisdine frame is in my opinion far too short to suitably address
10

the outstandittg issues, and I would anticipate that at least two or tlarc¢ additional cycles of
I1

12 review would be necessaryto produce an adequate ply. Oth_ of the conditions provide

t3 insufficient direction to know what would constitute an acceptable plan. For example, what

14 exactlyhappy=irthc rcvis_l r_m (p=Ecology Condition I, l.a.iii) concurs with our

15
suggestion that the upper-basin ¢alibratio_ is very poor and not adequate for the purposes of low

16
flow simulation? The conditions only re_luire that an analysis and stau_mt be rnade--zhe

17

consequences of the findings arc not addressed. F_or¢, bomm¢ th©Port's const_tama havela

19 already dcclar¢d that the models arein tlaeiropinion accurate (Fendt, q_23;Braschev, 113), Ecology's

20 condition that tile Port provide a star=mint ofmodel adequacy semis to be z zather futile olcrcise.

Wili{ani A. Roze_oom, £.'1_.
24
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northwest hydraulic consultants inc.
sacramento

16300 christensen road, suite 350
seattle, washington 98188-3418 vancouver
(206) 241-6000 - phone edmonton
(206) 439-2420 - fax
www.nhcweb.com seattle

February15, 2001 _---,._:-_=...............................

U.S. ArmyCorps of Engineers _ _-_?!:!:' i;! ::!!i!:;_ L._..;
RegulatoryBranch _':_,
PostOfficeBox 3755 _"2_iL_!:'__._._L i:i_i:_:__. _;_,_,.:_":'_".'_ _,...=._,
Seattle,Washington 98124-2255
ATTN:1onathanFreedman,ProjectManager

WashingtonState Department of Ecology
Shorelandsand EnvironmentalAssistance Program
3190 - 160= Avenue Southeast
Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452
ATTN:Ann Kenny,EnvironmentalSpecialist

Subject: Comments on stormwater, hydrology, and hydraulics aspects of proposed 3rd
runway and related developmentactions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport,
Corps ReferenceNo. 1996-4-02325.

NorthwestHydraulicConsultants hasbeenretained onbehalfof the AirportCommunitiesCoalition
to provide technical reviews of stormwater, hydrology, and hydraulics elements of proposed
developmentactions at SeaTac airport. Ourcommentsonthe November1999 versionof the project
stormwatermanagementplan and relatedenvironmentaldocumentswere submitted to Ecology and
the Corpsin a seriesof threelettersdated 11/24/99,5/3/2000, and 7/31/2000. Ourcommentson the
August 2000 version of the stormwatermanagementplanwere submittedto Ecology (but not the
Corps) in a seriesof four lettersdated9/7/2000, 9/21/2000, 9/25/2000, and 9/27/2000. The purpose
of thisletter isto recordour reviewcommentson theDecember2000 version of the documentslisted
below.

• "ComprehensiveStormwaterManagementPlan; Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport Master
PlanUpdate Improvements"datedDecember2000 by Parametrix,Inc. Also reviewedwere
the separately-bound(as Volumes 2 through 4) Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan Appendices A through Z datedDecember2000. (SMP)

• "Natural Resource Mitigation Plan; Seattle-Tacoma International Airport; Master Plan
Update Improvements"datedDecember2000 by Parametrix,Inc. Also reviewed were the
separately-boundNatural Resource MitigationPlanAppendicesA-E Design Drawingsdated
December2000. (NKM_)
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• "Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis; Master Plan Update Improvements;
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" dated December 2000 by Parametrix, Inc. (WFA)

Our qualifications to perform this review were described in our letter of November 24, 1999, and are
repeated here. Mr. Rozeboom has over 20 years of specialized experience in surface water hydrology
and hydraulics, including over 6 years as principal reviewer of all Master Drainage Plan, Stormwater
Management Plan, and Storm Drainage Technical Information Report documents for the 1,300-acre
Snoqualmie Ridge project currently under constmction in the city of Snoqualmie. The Snoqualmie
Ridge project is similar to the 3rd runway project in that it is a large site development which is subject
to the requirements of the Washington State Department of Ecology Stormwater Management
Manual and the King County Surface Water Design Manual (KCSWDM). Dr. Leytham has over 20
years of specialized experience in surface water hydrology and hydraulics, including serving as
technical advisor to King County on flow control aspects of the 1990 and 1998 versions of the
KCSWDM. Dr. Leytham was also responsible in 1990 for the original development of the Miller
Creek basin HSPF simulation model which has since been modified by others for purposes of 3rd
runway impact assessments and facility designs. Vitae for Mr. Rozeboom and Dr. Leytham are
attached for reference.

Our review of the current Stormwater Management Plan and related documents has identified
numerous technical deficiencies in the analyses and preliminary designs which present a risk of
significant adverse impacts to the natural stream and wetland system s if the current documents are
approved as a basis for mitigation of project impacts. The risk of adverse impacts is heightened by
uncertainty over what performance standards will be eventually negotiated and applied for the final
design of stormwater facilities, and the absence of a process for regulatory review of final drainage
design plans for this large and complex project.

Ourcommentsfollow.

1. There is no clear and consistent definition of stormwater control standards to which the Port

has committed to adhere. Although the SMP describes storm water control standards and
target flow regimes at some length in Chapter 2 of the SMP, the standards discussed appear
to still be under negotiation with Ecology. Ecology' s current proposal to modify the NPDES
permit I for SeaTac International Airport would extend permit coverage to stormwater
discharges associated with the Third Runway and Master Plan Update projects. However,
in the draft of the modified permit, project stormwater detention requirements are specified
in Special Condition S 14 as, "All construction actions taken by the Permittee shall provide
sufficient detention and shall use existing available detention ct_city, in accordance
with the Stormwater Management Manual [or the Puget Sound Basin or its approved
equivalent, to prevent an increase in the peak flow rate or flooding frequency of Miller
Creek and Des Moines Creek." The problem with this language in the draftpermit is that it
specifies (requires?) a stormwater standard for the Third Runway and Master Plan Update
projects which is less stringent than the SMP 'Mpdated" detention standards (SMP section

1Ecology held a February 12, 2001 public hearing on the proposed modification to NPDES Permit No. WA-
002465-1. The deadline for written comments on the proposed modification is February 26, 2001, which is 10 days after
the deadline for public comments on the Section 404 Permit application for the same project.
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2.1.4) sought by others at Ecology as a condition of Section 401 Certification for those same
projects. The December 2000 SMP (page 6-3) indicates that "the hydraulic design of the
facilities will be reevaluated and detention volumes adjusted as appropriate to ensure that
the Port's stotwncater management stand_,_rdsare met." However, the "Port' s stormwater
standards" appear to be defined by the SMP (page 2-1) as being "in the King County and
Ecology Manuals" and those manuals do not describe or require the "updated" detention
requirements found in SMP Section 2.1.4. These inconsistencies in proposed standards are
of concern and lead us to question whether the Port will implement designs per the updated
standards cited in the current SNIP or is anticipating future negotiations which will allow the
facilities to be reevaluated and detention volumes to be reduced per the less stringent
standards in the King County Manual or as required by the NPDES permit.

2. The lack of detailed stormwater plans, plus the lack of a clearly-defined review process for
this very complex project, makes it likely that post-SMP detailed engineering and revisions
to stormwater facility designs will fail to meet Ecology and King County performance
expectations. The recent history for this project, particularly the major flaws in both the
November 1999 and August 2000 versions of the project SMP, highlights the need for an
independent design review to supplement the Port's quality assurance andreview processes.
Lack of an established review process is a very major concern given that the current SMP
does not establish exactly what facilities and hydraulic controls will be constructed.

Stormwater drainage regulations for the project site are defined by the King County Surface
WaterDesign Manual (KCSWDM) as adopted by the city of SeaTac. The KCSWDM begins
(Chapter 1) by describing the drainage review procedures necessary to implement the King
County surface water policies and to ensure compliance with the manual's technical
requirements. However, the Port has consistently claimedto be exempt from the KCSWDM
drainagereview requirements aswell as all other KCSWDM"procedural" requirements2. The
proposed •project will have a long timeline, and there will likely be a need for design
adjustments to address unanticipated conditions which arise in the future. Without explicit
descriptions in the SMP of the facilities and hydraulic controls to be constructed, plus
certainty of ongoing, independent, competent review, there can be no reasonable assurance
of project compliance with either King County surface water policies or Ecology conditions
of approval for Section 401 Certification.

3. KCSWDM Core Requirement 7: Financial Guarantees and Liability. (Similar to Eoolog_fs
]_drnum Requirement # 11.) The objective of this "procedural" core requirement is to ensure
that development projects have adequate financial resources to fully implement the
stormwater management plan and that liability is not unduly incurred by local governments.
The present SMP does not address the costs of the proposed improvements or offer any
financial guarantees. Using costs presented in SMP AppendixM, a single 12.6 acre-foot vault

2procedural issues were previously raised in our comment letter dated November 24, 1999. The Port's response

to those comments, in a _Response to 4011404 comments _ document dated March 10, 2000, stated that the Port's

Interlocal Agreement with the City of SeaTac includes an exemption from "specific County permitting procedures." In
the same document, the Port response to our comment on drainage review requirements begins with the statement, "This
comment refers to a procedural process that the Port is not obligated to follow. I
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for water quality treatment would cost $7,258,675 or about $13 per cubic foot• SMP page
6-5 shows that a total of 207.2 acre-feet of stormwater vaults are proposed. At $13/cubic
foot, the proposed stormwater vaults alone would cost over $117,000,000. The SMP does
not address or satisfy the applicable King County and Ecology requirements for financial
guarantees, and provides no assurance of sufficient funding to construct the facilities being
proposed.

The importance of costs and financing is also cited in a letter report dated November 10, 1999
to the US Army Corps of Engineers by Keith Macdonald, Ph.D., of CI-I2M Hill, who was
hired by the Port to "prepare an objective, independent, peer review of the natural resources
mitigation program" for the proposed Master Plan Update Improvements. Dr. Macdonald
states that "Obviously, the success of the mitigation depends on the effectiveness of
implementation and monitoring...It is critical that sufficient guaranteed funding be available.

n

4. Sizing of stormwater facilities has relied on unsupported assumptions regarding future
Industrial Wastewater System (1WS) capacity for processing airport runoffwithout overflows
to the natural creek systems. If these assumptions are not achieved, the stormwater facilities
proposed in the SMP may be undersized. The core questions are whether the IWS storage
lagoons can be significantly expanded as has been proposed s, and what future processing rate
can be achieved. SMP page 7-15 indicates a requirement for AKAKT (all known available
and reasonable methods of treatment) recommendations for handling of IWS flows to be fully
implemented by June 2004, and that the recommended alternative is for IWS treated effluent
to be discharged to a King County DNR facility at Renton. An important implication of this
AKAgT requirement is that the current IWS configuration and capacity discussed in the SMP
(Section 4.2.2.2) may be largely irrelevant to the future IWS configuration and capacity.
According to the SMP, negotiations are ongoing for determining (future) 1WS pre-treatment
standards, flow limits and riming and other issues. The Storm Drain System (SDS) is being
sized to accommodate year 2006 conditions and therefore needs to be compatible with the
year 2006 IWS system which meets AKAKT requirements.

Proposed lagoon expansion is incompatible with safe almort operations. The FAA has
published guidelines in Advisory Circular 150/5200-33 dated 5/1/97, rifled "Hazardous
W'ddlifeAttractants on or Near Airports." The proposed expansion oflWS Lagoon 3 falls
under the Advisory Circular's definition of a wastewater treatment facility (defmirions are
given by SMP page 4-7). Section 2 of the Advisory Circular, "Land Uses that are
Incompatible with Safe Airport Operations" recommends that any new wastewater treatment
facilities or associated settling ponds be sited no closer than 10,000 feet from turbine aircraft
movement areas. The existing third lagoon is located within 2,000 feet of the runway, and
the proposed new expansion area is within 3,000 feet of the runway. The proposed expansion
of the lagoon facilities, as assumed for purposes of SMP facility design, appears to be in direct
conflict with these FAA guidelines which have been applied elsewhere in the project to
preclude on-site mitigation for loss of wetlands.

3SMP Table 4-5 shows that the proposed expansion of IWS Lagoon 3 will add about 145 acre-feet of total storage.

This significant volume is equal to about45 % of all other new stormwater storage volume proposed per SMP Table 6-2.
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FeasibiliW of proposed 1WS discharge rate is not established. The future processing rate to
be achieved by the 1WS system is a variable which has yet to be designed and/or negotiated.
Based on system performance predictions in the latest IWS design report4, it is clear that
consideration is being given to a processing rate which is substantially less than the 2.4 to 4
MGD treatment rates examined in the SMP (Table 4-2).

The IWS storage volumes which are assumed in the SMP presume that Lagoon 3 will be
expanded from its current volume of 26 MG to a future volume of 72 MG. That future
volume is not proposed or described in the IWS design report. Instead, the design report
(page D- 1) indicates that the required lagoon size is dependent on the available release rate--a
47 MG lagoon would be required for a release rate of 4 MGD while a larger 67 MG lagoon
would be requiredfor a release rate of 2 MGD. The report does not indicate what release
rate would be associated with a 72 MG lagoon. The proposed expansion to 72 MG is
understood to have been established as simply "the maximum possible capacity within the
availableareaS."

The IWS design report provides information to suggest that there are benefits to having a
lower processing rate. The report (page 4-4, Alternative A3) cites a major cost incentive for
having a reduced IWS processing rate of I MGD in that effluent "can be metered to KCDNK
at a controlled rate duringoff-peak hours, which is an operating benefit to KCDNK and a cost
savings to the Port... the annual operating costs are approximately half of Alternative AI_:
$2.9 million versus $5.8 million." The IWS design report however does not identify what size
of lagoon would be required, for a 1 MGD processing rate, to prevent overflows into the SOS
or directly into Des Moines Creek.

Due to an apparent conflict with FAA guidelines, it is uncertain whether the IWS lagoon
capacity can be significantly expanded as has been assumed. Because of the unknown
outcome of future negotiations between the Port andKing County DNR, it is uncertain what
future IWS release rates will be permitted, and whether any emergency/flood-event
restrictions might be imposed on IWS releases_. These uncertainties are problematic for
ensuringthe adequacy of the proposed stormwater system because IWS capacity has a direct
impact on the size of required stormwater facilities, yet the IWS system is being designed and
permitted through processes which appear to be largely independent of the design andreview

4"Addendum to IWS En_neering Report" dated April 1998 by Kennedy/Jenks Consultants.

5Informationprovided by email from Ecology (Chung Yee), with reference to a letter dated November 10, 1999,
from Michael D. Feldman of the Port to Kevin Fitzpatrick of Ecology.

6Alternative A1 involves enlarging Lagoon 3 to 47 MO and discharging 4 MGD to King County. Disadvantages
to Alternative A1 include :"Very high annual operating costs for the first 20 years..." and "A new pretreatment permit
with KCDNR must be obtained and complied with."

7Other documents obtained for review purposes (not part of the SNIP) included sizing calculations for Lagoon

#3 dated February 2000 by Kennedy/Jenks Consultants. That document discussed several "additionalconsiderations" to

support construction of a lagoon with more storage volume, including: "Downstream system owners may prohibit 1WS
flows from being released during high-flow events."
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processes for stormwater system planning. In the presence of these uncertainties, there can
be no reasonable assurance that water quality standards will be met.

5. Problems similarto those resulting from SDS-IWS interdependence above are also found in
a need for coordination between SOS facilities and low flow augmentation facilities.

Specifically, a new proposal for reserve storage to augment low streamflows appears to have
been added at the SMP at the last minute. SMP page 6-6 references "managed release of
stormwater from reserved storage" but the summaries of stormwater facility volumes (SMP
Table 6-2 and equivalent tables in other documents) do not contain any allowance for
"reserved storage." The SMP is internally inconsistent in that the SMP page 6-6 list of
factors which would mitigate low flow impacts fails to include the proposal from SMP page
6-10 that water for low flow augmentationwill come from a well within the Tyee Valley Golf
Course. Significant problems with SMP underestimation of low flow impacts and
overestimation of mitigating factors are identified in other comments later in this letter. This
comment focuses mostly on the unaddressed practical challenges of adding reserve storage
capabilities to already-large stormwater facilities.

Under the currentproposal for streamflow augmentation (from theLow Streamflow Analysis,
pg 15), the Port will construct "additional storage volume in the base of selected detention
facilities" to store winter season runoff until needed to support low flows during the dry
season. The Low Streamflow Analysis (pg 20) further indicates that about 16.0 acre-feet of
reserve storage would be required to mitigate for estimated low flow impacts. On other
comments we describe why low flow impacts have been underestimated.) Several of the
proposed detention facility exhibits presented in SMP Appendix D do have some "dead
storage" capacity for reserve stormwater release, but the total storage (based on spot checks)
appears to fall short of the target amounts. There is no tabulation on the exhibits or
elsewhere of how much stormwater reserve is to be provided in total or at each facility: our
spot checks required estimation of volumes from facility dimensions. A check of Vault G1
(Exhibit C151) found that the design detention volume (9.2 acre-feet) would not be available
given the facility dimensions and the depth of water being allocated to dead storage.
Operation of these facilities may be impractical as now configured. For example, a valve box
to control reserve releases from Vault G1 would need to be either buffed at about 35 feet

depth (hard to operate) for runway-grade access or, for a more reasonable shallow depth, the
valve box would need to be accessed and operated from a difficult-access ledge on the
embankmentterrace. The deepening of the vaults to provide reserve storage has caused some
vaults to exceed King County maximum cover requirements and will necessitate special
designs to ensure structural integrity. The reserve (dead) storage layer at the base of the
detention facilities function will accumulate and concentrate settleable solids and particulate-
based pollutants from the airport stormwater runoff; that "dead storage" water would later
be released under very low-flow conditions with little or no opportunity for dilution of any
concentrated pollutants. There is also a potential for development of anaerobic conditions
in the dead storage zone which would furtherworsen the quality ofthe"reserved" water. Our

point is that the"reserve stormwater" plansare new to the SMP design/review process. They
are at a highly preliminary stage of development and require significant furtherwork prior to

a detailed design review which could offer any assurance that the plans are feasible or capable
of providing useful low-flow mitigation.
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6. While it appearsthatmanyof the gross inconsistenciesin previousHSPF models have been
resolved,we remainsurprisedby thelack of checksonthe hydrologicsimulationresultsand
lack of effortto exploreapparentdata irregularities.This commentfocuses on calibration
deficienciesforDes Moines Creek.

Thehydrologicmodel calibrationreportfor Des MoinesCreek indicates(SMP pages B 1-13
andB1-14) that modelresultsunder-simulaterecordedbase flows at both of the upper-basin
gages used for model calibration. Thejustification offeredfor under-simulation of inflows
at Tyee Pond is a speculative "it seems unlikely that enough rainfall can get into
groundwater to support O.35 baseflcnv" anda presumptionthatthe streamshouldbe gaining
waterin itslowerreaches. The explanationofferedforunder-simulationofflows at the SDS3
outfall is that "it is unknown what phenomenon could produce this base flow. One
explanation is that theflow monitoring device will not register zeroflow." In our opinion,
furtherefforts shouldbe madeto evaluate the reliabilityof the available data. In the case of
the SDS3 gage, we areunaware of any flow monitoringdeviceswhich, properlyinstalledand
maintained,wouldfailto registerzeroflow. Failureto registerzeroflow, iftrue,couldreflect
a problemwith the gage and shouldbe exploredto determineif thereare also problemswith
the high-flow data being reported from the gage. Given the questions over low flow
calibrationforboththe EastBranch (TyeePond) andWest Branch(SDS3) tributariesto Des
Moines Creek, the model results should be checked against the low flow data which are
availablefor King County Gage 11F, Tyee Weir,below the confluence of these headwater
streams. The calibrationreport does include one plot of peak daily flows at a "Golf Weir'
but we could not locate any discussionof those results.

Thereare inconsistencies andproblemswith the Des Moines Creekmodel treatmentof area
groundwaterconditionsrepresentedbyFigureB1-3. Thecalibrationreport text (pg B1-10)
indicatesinflow of groundwaterfrom 1,240 acresof areawhich is noncontiguous with the
surfacewatershed;this is inconsistent with the model input sequencewhich has only 512
acres. Also, ourindependentmeasurementof the Des Moines Creek noncontiguous area
(per Figure B1-3) yielded about 850 acres of total area. Another groundwater-related
problemwith calibrationis that it has overlooked possiblestreamlosses to groundwaterin
the lowerpartof the basin. FigureB1-3 groundwatermappingshows that the Des Moines
Creekbelowaboutelevation200 feet does notintersect the regionalgroundwatertable. This
transitionarea correspondsroughlyto thelocationofa knlckpointdescribed inSMPpageP-2
wherethe Des Moines Creek channelgradient increasesand where bed sediments change
from finegrainedmaterialsto relativelycoarsematerialswith boulders, cobbles, gravel,and
finesand. Consideringthe evidenceof the streamflowdata,it seemslikelythatthe lower part
of Des Moines Creek includes a "losing reach" which has cut through the perchinglayer
whichsupports the regionalshallow groundwatertable. The physicalcondition of a losing
reachwould be consistentwith streamflowdataat the mouthwhichshow unexpectedlylow
flow peaks and volumes relativeto streamflowdatafor the headwaterareas. It is possible
that the "poor calibration"problemsdescribedby SMP page Bl-13, and the difficultyin
reconcilingmeasuredflows at the upperand lowergages, could be rectified if the presence
of a losing reachwere confirmed.
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We recognize that model calibrationis a challengingprocess andthat data reliabilityis often
an issue. However, because the purpose of this work is to addressand mitigate conditions
in the upper basin (airport) areas of the watershed, calibrationefforts should place more
emphasison matchingupperbasinflowsunless those data areconfirmedto be unreliable. The
current calibrationeffort is deficientbecause it has placed too much emphasis on matching
conditions at the lowergage, andhas prematurelydiscountedthe more-important upperbasin
data.

7. In our letter of Sept 21, 2000, we pointed out that the modeling had not made any use of
King County stream gage 42C which measures flows in Tributary0371A (a.k.a. Walker
Creek)near 281 S 171stPlace, a short distancedownstreamfromthe WalkerCreek wetland.
That gage provides direct informationon flows in the headwaterreach of this streambelow
the area of the proposed 3_drunway, and is more meaningfulthan the lower gage nearthe
mouth for calibratinga streamflowmodelwhich is intendedto examine streamfloweffects of
the 3_drunway. However, in the December2000 SMP, there is again no mention or use of
the available streamgage data for upper WalkerCreek. The calibrationis deficient for its
failure to use this readilyavailable streamflow data.

8. The WalkerCreek calibrationfor low flows was achieved with a model adjustmentwhich
appears to beinconsistentwith actualbasincharacteristics. In orderto simulateflow volumes
(and low flows), the WalkerCreekmodel(SMPpage B2-51) has includedgroundwater flows
from630 acresoftillgrass landslocatedinthe (surfacetopography) Des MoinesCreekbasin,
based on groundwatermappingshown by SMP FigureB2-23. However, ourreview of the
samegroundwatermappingdoesnot show supportfor this acreage. We have measuredthe
identified "Noncontiguous WalkerCreek groundwaterarea" to be only about 690 acres in
total, beforeadjustmentforimpervioussurfaces. FromFigure2-1 andaerialphotos, probably
about one half of that total area consists of impervioussurfaces which shouldbe collected in
eithertheIWS or otherpipedstormdrainsystemand shouldnot be availablefor groundwater
recharge.These data checksindicatethat the groundwaterrechargearearequired(630 acres)
to balance the measuredWalkerCreekflows is much greater than the availablegroundwater
recharge area (about 350 acres) indicatedby the availablemapping. We do not know if the
difficultyin simulatingsufficientflow volumein WalkerCreekis relatedto apparently similar
problems in reproducingrecordedflow volumes in the upper Des Moines Creekbasin.

It is possiblethat base flows in the model calibrationperiod have been supported in part by
leakage from the 1WSconveyancesystemand by seepage fi'om unlined1WS lagoons. It is
also possible, although morespeculative,that irrigationrunofffrom the golf course may be
influencing the base flows. It is difficultto provideany reasonable assurance of appropriate
mitigationfor airportimpactson streambase flows, or seepage flows to wetlands, when the
source of those flows is so poorly understood.

9. The SMPmodelcalibrationof airportfallparameters appearsto bebiased towards parameters
which understate the hydrologicflashiness of the fallwhich is being placed. Airport fill
calibrationis describedin SMP (Appendix)page A-16; calibrationresultsareplotted on page
4 of AttachmentB to that appendix. The calibrationdata show that the model does a good
job of representingaverage flows, but does not cover the full range of flows which were
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measured during the calibration period, s. Peak flows are consistently (in 5 out of 6 events)
underestimated, andlow flows are consistently overestimated (by about 0.03 cfs flom the 20-
acre fill site being assessed). One consequence of these calibrationresults is that stormwater
detention facilities might be slightly undersized. A second consequence of these calibration
results is that any assessment of runway fill impacts on base flows, using HSPF modeling with
these calibration parameters, might underestimate actual base flow impacts.

10. The SMP and related documents fail to consider the impacts to low flows in Des Moines
Creek andWalker Creekwhich will result from recent lagoon lining improvements to the IWS

system. The IWS has a direct significant impact on seepage and base flows in the Walker and
Des Moines Creek systems by its removal of large areas of basin which would naturally form
the headwater recharge areas for those streams. Until recently, the effects of these diversions
have been partiallyoffset by infiltration recharge to groundwater from the three IWS storage
lagoons which are located near the groundwater divide between Walker and Des Moines
Creeks.

Our source of information on the history and status of the IWS system is a recent
hydrogeologic study by Associated Earth Sciences, Inc., "Hydrogeologic Study, Industrial
Waste System (1WS) Plant andLagoons, Seattle Tacoma International Airport," prepared for
Port of Seattle, June 21, 2000. Lagoon 1 has been used to store wastewater since 1965.
Lagoon 2 was built in 1972 and "is utilized during times of heavy rainfall events." Lagoon
3 was constructed in 1979 and "is used to provide excess storage capacity for industrial
wastewater in the event that Lagoons I and 2 reach capacity." The bottoms of the lagoons
most regularly in service - Lagoons 1 and 2 - were reportedly "composed of compacted
gravelly sand" which should have a relatively high infiltration capacity. A program to install
leak prevention liner systems in the lagoons has been underway since 1996: Lagoon 1 was
lined in 1996, Lagoon 2 was lined in 1997, andconstruction documents have been prepared
for Lagoon 3 to be lined in the near future: The flow augmentation recommendations in the
1997 Des Moines Creek Basin Plan were likely based on data which did not reflect impacts
of the lagoon linings. Our point is that airport impacts to stream base flows, as well as
mitigation needs, have likely been underestimated because they have not considered the effect
of lining these lagoons.

1I. The SMP and related documents fail to consider the additional adverse impacts to
streamilows in Des Moines Creek which will result from the proposed development of

Borrow Areas I, 3, and 4 as a source of 6.7 million cubic yards of fill for the 3fdrunway.
Information on the proposed borrow area development is found in the Appendices C and D
of the Port's December 2000 Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis, 9 and in

Ecology's June 2000 Sea-Tat Runway Hydrologic Studies Report by Pacific Groundwater

8Calibrationperiod was for 25 days in February 1999. According to NOAA-publiehed rainfall data, SeaTac
airport recorded approximately 5.6 inches during this period.

9Appendix C is a Hart Crowser memorandum dated December 8, 2000 regarding "Third Runway Project;
Borrow Areas 1, 3, and 4; Projected Impacts to Wetlands." Appendix D is a Hart Crowser memorandum dated October
20, 2000 regarding =Sea-Tac Third Runway - Borrow Area 3 Preservation of Wetlands." AR 007148
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Group (PGG). The three borrow area sites have a combined area of approximately 217 acres
•and are proposed to be mined to depths as great as 100 feet below existing grade. The
material to be excavated is described as glacially-deposited, slightly silty to silty sands and
gravels (outwash soils).

Airphotos of the airport vicinity show that the existing land use at the borrow areas is
primarilyforest. Land use for these areas (a.k.a. South Borrow Area, Onsite Borrow Source
Areas I-4) is further described in the project 1996 FEIS Appendix M, pages M-2 and M-3
as "Both upland and wetland second-growth deciduous forest are prevalent components of
the South Borrow Area" and "Upland coniferous forest is found in the northwest comer of
the South Borrow Area."

Development (excavation) of the borrow areas will eliminate most of the remaining forest 1°
in the headwater areas of Des Moines Creek. There will be several impacts to streamflows
in Des Moines Creek as a result of physical impacts of the excavation work. First, the cutting
of the forest and stripping the land of forest duff and organic soils will produced increased
runoff volumes as well as increased peak flows. Second, depending on the eventual site
grading and soils, infiltration and groundwater recharge may be reduced relative to the current
forested condition. Third, summer base flows in Des Moines Creek can be expected to be
impaired due to lost flow attenuation capacity, just as summer base flows impacts in Miller
Creek are expected to be moderated somewhat by flow attenuation erects in the embankment
fill. Finally, base flow contributions to Des Moines Creek from the borrow areas could be
significantly affected if the excavations should strip away outwash materials to leave a surface
exposure of till soils or if excavations should penetrate any groundwater perching horizons.

PGGFigure 4-2 shows a cross section for Borrow Area 1. Surface geology consists of a 5-
to 25-foot depth of(permeable) recessional soils overlying a (relatively impermeable) till layer
which is typically about 30 feet thick. Under current conditions, very little surface runoff
would be expected. Precipitation in excess of the amount consumed by forest evaporation
and transpiration would infiltrate through the recessional soils, encounter the till perching
layer, and gradually seep laterally to provide seepage/base flow to Des Moines Creek.
Grading and excavation will cause both the forest and the recessional soils to be removed
from this area. The remaining (newly-exposed) surface geology will instead consist of till
which will generate relatively large surface discharges (high peak flows) and relatively little
seepage or base flow. Long term impacts will also be influenced by undetermined site
restoration activities or conversion to non-forest land use.

PGG Figure 4-3 shows a cross section for Borrow Areas 3&4. Surface geology is variable.
In the area of Borrow Area 3, which is closest to Des Moines Creek, the surface geology
consists of a typically 10-foot depth of (permeable) recessional soils overlying a quite thin
(less than 10 feet) lens of relatively impermeable perching layer. The current hydrologic
response for the area of Borrow Area 3 would be similar to that described above for Borrow
Area 1. In the area of Borrow Area 4, the surface geology consists of a thick (up to 100 feet)

lOAdditional forested basin will be lost by development of the SASA element of the Master Plan Update

Improvements.
AR 007149
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depth of advanceoutwash soils overlyinga perchinghorizon. Theperching horizon beneath
Borrow Area 4 connects with the perching layer beneath Borrow Area 3, such that the
seepage flows fromboth areas eventually mergeand flow (seep) together en route to Des
Moines Creek. The currenthydrologicresponse for the area of Borrow Area 4 would be
generallysimilarto that for Borrow Areas 1 and 3 except that there would be even greater
flow attenuation due to the thickness of the outwash deposit and the greaterdistance from
Borrow Area 4 to Des Moines Creek.

The proposed excavation of Borrow Areas 3 and 4, as proposed, may leave a surface
exposureof deepadvanceoutwash soils. This soil exposure (assuming no conversion to land
use with impervious surfaces) should not cause any increase in surface flows and the
eliminationof the forestcover will promote increasedgroundwaterrecharge. However, the
proposed grading will penetrate and remove a perching layer which may currently be
conveyingborrowarea seepage flow to the headwaters of Des Moines Creek. As a result,
the base flow from these borrowareas to the upper reaches of Des Moines Creek may be
significantlydiminished.

In summary,the proposed development of the borrow areas is likely to result in adverse
permanentimpacts to Des Moines Creek, includingincreasedpeak flows and reduced base
flows, which have not been assessed and for which no mitigationhas been proposed.

12. Thereare numerousshortcomingsin the evaluationof the potential low streamflow impacts
describedby SMP pages 6-5 and 6-6. Our commentsbelow reference the source of that
analyseswhich is the December 2000 Earth Tech report,"Seattle-Tacoma Airport Master
Plan Update Low StreamflowAnalysis."

a) The low flow analysis does not provide information to indicate the accuracy of the
HSPFmodelin simulatinglow flows. Data providedin Table I for recorded average
flows in August and September are for relatively-shortperiods of available record.
Data providedfor simulatedaverageflows in August and Septemberare for a much
longer(1949-1996) period of simulation.These data setsarenot directlycomparable
due to differentperiods of record. The report needs to provide a summary of
simulatedand observedmonthlyflows for periods of recordeddata.

b) The report does not include HSPF input sequences to confirmwhat land uses and
basinboundarieswereassumed forany ofthe Des Moines orWalkerCreekanalyses.
ForMiller Creek, HSPF input sequences were provided only for year 2006 post-
development conditions. In light of the majormodelingdiscrepancies found in the
previousSMP,andthe fact that the presentwork isbeing conductedbythree separate
firms, it is important to confirmwhat models wereused for each of the analyses.

c) As indicated in our above comments, model calibration appears to have relied on
faultymeasurementsof groundwatertributaryareaswhich arenoncontiguous withthe
surfacewater basins (FiguresB 1-3 and B2-2). Walker Creek calibrationrelied on
groundwaterinputsfromabout630acresofnoncontiguousperviousbasin;however
only about 350 acres of noncontiguous pervious basin appears to be actually
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available. There is also an apparent inconsistency in the modeling of noncontiguous
groundwater inputs to Des Moines Creek: the text (SMP pg B 1-10) indicates 1,240
acres but the model input file uses 512 acres. These inconsistencies need to be
resolved R'there is to be any confidence in model predictions regarding project effects
on low flows.

d) Project impacts to low flows in areas of runway fill (Miller and Walker Creeks) may
be underestimated because the HSPF model parameters used to simulate the fill
materials produce larger low flows than indicated by the available calibration data.
(See calibration plot, SMP Appendix A, Attachment B, Page 4. Wet season low
flows are consistently overestimated by about 0.03 cfs fi'om the 20-acre fill site being
assessed.)

e) Project impacts to low flows in Des Moines Creek and Walker Creek have been

underestimated because the assessment hasignored the post-1994 effects of liningthe
IWS storage lagoons.

f) Project impacts to low flows in Des Moines Creek have been underestimated because
the assessment has ignored the post-1994 expansion of the IWS system by about 111
acres (per SMP page 5-4) and corresponding reduction in the Des Moines Creek
tributarybasin. The IWS basin expansion (Des Moines Creek basin reduction) is not
reflected by the available supporting data for the low flowstudy. Instead, the area
summaries presented with the Low Flow Study, Appendix D, Figure 3 indicate that
the tributarybasin to Des Moines Creek will increase by about 16 acres from 1994 to
2006.

8) Project impacts to low flows in Des Moines Creek have been underestimated because
the assessment has ignored the effects of the loss of forest and excavation of 6.7
million cubic yards ofoutwash material from proposed borrow area sites at what are
now the forested headwater areas of the basin.

In summary, insufficient information has been provided to confirm what models were used
for the low flow analysis, or to establish whether the models are reasonably well calibrated
for assessing low flows conditions. Furthermore, the analysis methods have overlooked
several airport activities which will likely have an adverse impact on low streamflows,
particularly in the Des Moines Creek basin. Individually and cumulatively, these problems
result in a failure to adequately address airport impacts on low streamflows and associated
water quality concerns in the affected streams, and a corresponding failure to provide
reasonable assurance of adequate mitigation.

13. Estimates in the Low Streamflow Analysis (pages 5 through 9) of the mitigating effects of
"Fill Infiltration Discharge" are inconsistent with the measured hydrologic response of the
1998 fill embankment as shown in SMP Appendix A. The measured runoff from the
embankment indicates a relatively rapid flashy response to rainfall with rapid recession rates
which are inconsistent with the statement (Low Streamflow Analysis page 6) that fill "would

provide increased discharge from the fill area during the critical low flow periods in area
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wetlands and streams". One of the principal problems appears to be that the PGG study_1
used as the basis for this assessment assumed a theoretical hydraulic conductivity for the fill
which is far greater than the infiltration capacity which can be inferred from either tht
measured data or the HSPF model calibration. The PGG study (page C-4) assumed a
hydraulic conductivity for the fill of 1.35x104 cm/sec (equivalent to 0.19 inches/hour) based
on theoretical values for fill gradation specifications. That theoretical value is significantly
greater than short term rainfall intensities associated with production of runoff during the
monitoring period, and is nearly 10 times greater than the nominal infiltration rate of 0.02
inches per hour determined through HSPF model calibration (SMP page A-17). We
recognize that the HSPF model infiltration parameter is not a direct measure of hydraulic
conductivity. Nevertheless the difference in values shows a significant discrepancy between
the fill response predicted in the Low Flow Analysis and the measured data from the 1998 fill
embankment. We do not know why the observed runoff response of the fill is so different
from the values predicted by PGG. However, a major discrepancy clearly exists and has
caused the PGG analysis to significantly overestimate the seepage and baseflows which can
realistically be expected from areas of embankmentfill. There was a recommendation during
recent permit negotiations for additional work which would have reconciled this
discrepancy12,but there is no record of that work ever being performed. Without further
analysis such as recommended butnever performed, which considers the observed data, there
is no basis for claims that the fill will have a net beneficial effect on low flows.

14. Estimates in the Low Streamflow Study (pages l0 and 11) of the mitigating effects of
"secondary recharge" are greatly overestimated. The secondary recharge calculation assumes
a theoretical value for infiltration capacity based on the groundwater modeling (PGG study
page C-4). As described in our above comment, this rate is significantly greater than the
infiltration rate inferred from field measurements and HSPF model calibration. The results

of the "secondary recharge" calculation are meaningless because of differences between the
hydrologic response predicted inLow Streamflow Analysis and the observed runoffdata.

15. Dam safety requirements established by Washington Administrative Code Chapter 173-175
and King County Surface Water Design Manual Section 5.3.1 have been overlooked in the
current SMP. From the available drawings, it is apparent that Pond G, and possibly Pond D,
exceed the size (and danger) thresholds which necessitate dam safety reviews. We note also
that the Port has issued "Third Runway - Embankment Construction Phase 4" construction
drawings and specifications dated January 29, 2001 for work which includes construction of
berm embankments for Pond G, apparently without the required dam safety review.

Upacific Groundwater Group, =Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrologic Studies Report," for Washington State

Department of Ecology, June 19, 2000.

12Floyd& Snider Inc, undated Final Draft, =Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations, Meeting
Notes Summary, October 2"dthrough December 8a, 2000." Resolution Pending Review dated 10/13 for Project Effect

on Low Stream Flows reads in part, =...Results of the consultation recommend that the Hydrous model used by PGG
be rerun using HSPF output for initial infiltration as input to the Hydrous model in order to analyze all components

effecting base flows."
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16. Based on project drawings obtained for other (non-SMP) reviews, there appears to be a dam
safety issue at the proposed SALSAfacility. The current SMP is deficient because it fails to
include any plans or design drawings for the SASA stormwater facility, and because dam
safety requirements for this facility are not addressed.

17. In addition to dam safety reviews for the open water detention facilities identified above, dam
safety or equivalent safety reviews are needed for proposed vaults SDS7 and G1 (Basin
SDWIA) as shown in SNIP Appendix D, Exhibits C140 and C151. Vault SDS7 proposes
above-grade storage of 21.4 acre-feet of water volume in a rectangular structure with an
above-ground water depth of 19.8 feet. Vault G1 proposes storage of about 13.8 acre-feet
of water volume (detention storage plus reserve storage) with a water depth of 30 feet. There
is an obvious need for a safety review to assure the structural stability of Vault SDS7. Our
concerns over Vault G1 result from its close (about 20 feet) proximity to the top edge of a
140-foot high fill embankment. Furthermore, because of its proposed placement in fill, Vault
G1 (and perhaps others) fails to satisfy the KCSWDM technical requirement (pg 5-37) that
"Vaults shall not be allowed in flUslopes, unless analyzed in a geotechnical report for stability
and constructability."

18. Many of the proposed vaults are in violation ofKCSWDM pg 5-38 which specifies, "The
maximum depth from finished grade to the vault invert shall be 20 feet." This requirement
appears to relate to the maximumloading which a conventional vault structure can withstand
without risk of structural failure. If so, then special structural designs will need to be

developed for Vaults SDS3 and G1 (cover depth to about 40 feet), Vaults SDN3 and C1
(cover depth to about 30 feet), and Vaults M6 and C2 (cover depth to about 25 feet). Due
to the currently-proposed depths, none of these six vault facilities are in compliance with the
King County technical requirementsfor stormwater facilities. In some cases, this compliance
problem has been caused or worsened because the facilities have been enlarged (deepened)
to accommodate reserve stormwater storage for purposes of low flow augmentation. Further
analysis is necessary to determine whether these facilities are viable.

19. SMP section 3.1.2.3 discusses concerns with standing open water. A drain time calculation

proposed in the SMP for addressing open water concerns is inappropriate and will under-
estimate actual open water durations. The drain time method is inconsistent with actual

prolonged-duration precipitation conditions in the Puget Sound. Continuous simulation
methods need to be used. (Also see Comments 10 and 11 of our letter of November 24,

1999.) The current SMP proposes an inappropriate methodology to assess open water
durations and furthermore fails to provide any analysis, by any method, of expected open
water durations in any of the stormwater facilities being proposed. The consequence of using
an inappropriate analysis methodology in this instance is that the duration of standing open
water is likely to be significantly underestimated and that mitigation designs (for example
netting over lower cells within detention ponds) could fail to prevent the creation of open
water waterfowl attractants which are incompatible with safe airport operations.

20. Insufficient information hasbeen provided regarding proposed Erosion and Sediment Control

(ESC) facilities to offer any assurance that facilities are adequately sized and will perform as
intended. There is no cogent explanation of how this ESC system is supposed to function and

AR 007153
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there are numerous potential problems inherent in the current SMP plans.. Our concerns are
heightened because the Port has already issued "Third Runway- Embankment Construction

Phase 4" construction plans13and specifications for erosion control facilities and some
permanent drainage facilities, without any known independent review or approval of those
plans by any regulatory agency. Further review, prior to project approval, is needed to
resolve the following questions:

a) Where are the clearing limits for the proposed work7 King County core requirement
1.2.5.1 requires that priorto any site clearing or grading, areas to remain undisturbed
during project construction shall be delineated. For example, SMP Appendix R,
Exhibit C24 suggests that there will be an undisturbed strip, which includes some
wetlands, betweena line marked "limits of embankment" anda proposed TESC ditch
some distance downhill. Is this strip supposed to remain undisturbed? On the
corresponding grading and drainage plan for the same area (SMP Appendix O,
Exhibit C115) there are again no work limits shown and the plans are deficient for
not identifying the grading necessary to restore the wetlands which were altered by
construction of TESC facilities.

b) What is the tributary area for each of the proposed ESC facilities? What are the
design flows? Have the design calculations been reviewed? Who was responsible for
this review?

c) How big are the pumps being proposed for this work? (Pumps need to be of
sufficient capacity and compatible with ESC processing rates and storage volume.)
What is the power supply for these pumps7 If gas/diesel pumps (or power
generators) are proposed, how will refueling be accomplished and what safeguards
will be in place to contain spills7

d) How long will these "temporary" facilities be in place. One year? Six years?

e) How are the "outer swale" ditches supposed to work? According to the geotechnical
engineering report (S/vIP Appendix L, Figure 8) these ditches are supposed to
intercept the seepage flow from the base of the embankment and convey the water to
wetlands. Collection of the (clean water) seepage flow is in conflict with the use of
these same ditches for conveyance of (turbid water) construction site runoff as
proposed in the SMP Appendix R exhibits. Capture and routing of clean water
seepage flows to erosion control facilities might overload sediment pond processing
capacity, causing releases of untreated turbid water duringstorm events. Capture and
routing of clean water seepage in interceptor swales would furthermore cause
downslope wetlands to be significantly de-watered during the (multi-year?) period of
construction.

13Port of Seattle major contractconstruction plans tiffed "Third Runway - Embankment Con_a'uetion - Phase 4",

Work Order #101346, Project STIA-0104-T-01, were approved on 1/25/01 by Raymond P. Rawe, Director of Engineering
Services. The accompanying two-volume Project Manual, including Specifications, prepared under the direction of

Raymond P. Rawe, is dated January 29, 2001. AR 0071 54
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f) Why is temporary Pond A being excavated to a depth of approximately 10 feet in the
middle of a wetland? The pond location is shown by SMP Appendix R Exhibit C24;
greater detail is shown onPhase 4 construction drawings. The construction drawings
include a note warning the contractor to anticipate seasonal groundwater at about 1
to 1.5 feet below ground surface. It is unrealistic to expect that a simple geotextile
membrane as proposed will succeed in keeping the surrounding groundwater out of
this pond. It is probable that the pond will be constantly recharged by the wetland
water supply and that pumping from this pond will be functionally equivalent to
pumping from the wetland. In addition to adverse impacts on the wetland, it is likely
that ESC facilities have not been sized to accommodate this water.

The above questions result in part from a failure to recognize or satisfy the procedural, design
review provisions of the King County and Ecology requirements. In this instance, the lesser
requirement is defined by Ecology' s Stormwater Program Guidance Manual, which specifies
that a development site of this size must prepare a Large Parcel Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan'4, comprising both a narrative report plus site plans, to demonstrate compliance
with minimum requirements. The current erosion control site plans do not demonstrate
compliance with minimum erosion control requirements, and give rise to numerous concerns
which, individually and cumulatively, create a significant risk of recurring uncontrolled
releases of construction site runoff.

21. The plans do not show how runofffrom the face of the MSE wall, or from the face of the
embankment, will be conveyed to the stormwater detention facilities. There are two issues.
First, drainage must be provided from terraces on the face of the wall and the face of the
embankment drainage in order to prevent erosion damage and to minimize the possibility of
surface saturation which might result in localized slope failures. Second, this water must be
conveyed to the stormwater detention facilities which will provide the required Level 2 flow
control. Plans in SMP Appendix O, Exhibit Cl15 show that undetained surface runoff
collecting at the bottom of the embankment, and also from the airport security road, would
be discharged directly into adjacent wetlands without any peak flow detention as required by
King County and Ecology regulations.

22. SMP Page 3-7 states, "Several examples of water-induced slope failures have occurred
recently, including one airport embankment project in Telluride, Colorado, that resulted in
airport closure for one year. The slope failure was primarily attributed to stormwater build-
up within the embankment." Because of the height of the proposed 3'arunway embankment,
and the potentially catastrophic consequences of a slope or wall failure, the design
documentation for the SeaTac project should identify the specific design and environmental
factors which were associated with those failures. For example, were previous failures

associated with poorly-drainingfallmaterials, inadequate construction methods, or insufficient
drainage systems? Were previous failures associated with specific climatic conditions such
as unusually intense cloudburst events or an unusually prolonged rainfall event or closely-

14See=StormwaterErosion andSediment Control for Large Parcel ConstructionS, Department of Ecology Report
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spacedseriesof intenseevents? Carefulexaminationof the causes of known recent water-
inducedslope failuresis a necessary, but missing,first step to ensure that the 3'drunway
projectdoes not repeatwhatevererrors or oversightsmay have been responsiblefor past
slope failures.

Based on ourreview of the StormwaterManagementPlan documents,there areat leasttwo
drainageissues affectingthe fill embankmentwhichshouldbe addressedandresolved prior
to projectapproval.

a) Thereappears to be a significant discrepancybetween the embankmenttheoretical
infiltrationpropertiesassumedby geotechnical specialistsresponsiblefor the design
of the embankmentand the embankmentinfiltrationproperties inferred through
stormwaterrunoffmodel calibrationto data from the 1998 embankmentby other
specialists responsible for the design of stormwatermanagement facilities. The
geotechnical analysis of the embankmentand wail, and design of internaldrainage
systems,shouldaccountfor arange of worse-case scenarioswhichmightresultfrom
variable(or uncertain)infiltrationproperties. For instance, if the unexpectedly-low
observedinfiltrationcapacitywas suspectedto be a resultof periodic applicationsof
tackifiers or emulsions or other surface treatments for erosion control during
construction,thenthe embankmentgeotechnicalanalysis shouldanticipateperching
horizonsand saturatedzones withinthe embankment.Review of past slope failures
shouldconsiderwhetherdiscrepanciesbetweentheoreticalandactualinfiltrationrates
mayhave been a contributingfactor.

b) Drainagefrom the steps in the wall and embankmentshouldbe designed to handle
cloudburstrainfallquantifiescomputedagainst the surfacearea of these features,
ratherthantheplanview. It is notapparentthatthe SMP hasgiven any consideration
to eitherthe specificscenarioof wind-driven(non-vertical)precipitationor the more
general surface runoff drainageneeds for the face of the wall and embankment.
Review of past slope failures should assess the role and significance of surface
drainagefromthe face of the embankment(or wall) as a contributingfactor.

23. The proposedconstructionexcavation forPond D, as shown by SMP AppendixD, Exhibits
C133 throughC134.1, is verylikelyto interceptthe local shallow regionalgroundwater table
and to significantlydisruptthe water supply to Wetland 39. We question the accuracy of
groundwater levels shown by Exhibit C134.1 which suggests the maximumseasonal water
level in the vicinity of the pond would be slightlybelow the proposed pond bottom at
elevation336.0. Thereis strongevidenceto suggest that the excavation proposed forPond
D, to depths as great as 25 feet below grade, will intercept the local groundwater table.
First,the HartCrowserstudyof local groundwaterconditions (SMPAppendixI,) found that
the shallowgroundwatertable istypically10 feet below existinggroundlevel. Second, there
is an existingsurface expressionof groundwater at Wetland41a which is in the footprint of
PondD. Finally,it can be seen fromExhibitC133.1 that Wetland39 (shown but not labeled
on the exhibit)beginsat aboutelevation348 feet, 12feet abovethe proposed bottom ofpond.
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24. TheNRMP (page 3-10) asserts that compensatorystoragewill be providedto mitigate for
approximately5.24 acre-it of floodplain storagewhich will be lost due to embankmentfill.
However, our review of the proposed design has found that the compensatory storagewill
fail to provideany mitigation for loss of storageduringfrequently-occurring flood events.
Loss of compensatory storage for f_equently-occurringevents (such as floods with return
periodsin the rangeof 2 to 10years)mightresult in increasedpeak flows anderosion during
those events.

GradingplansfortheproposedcompensatoryfloodplainareaareshownbyNRMP Appendix
A, Sheet STIA-9805-C2. A hydraulicanalysisfor the associatedreachof Miller Creek is
presented in SMP Appendix J. The main problemwith the proposed design is that the
compensatoryfloodplainwill be separated from the (relocated)streamchannetby a ridge
typically2 to 4 feet higher than the floodplain. Also, the relocated channelwill include a
constructed32-foot widehighflow section,independentof thefloodplain,which willprovide
significantflow conveyancewithin the main channel. The ridge separatingthe main channel
from the floodplain is apparent from the gradingplans and also from NRMP Figure 5.1-6,
titled"TypicalCross-Section of MiUerCreekFloodplainEnhancement." The SMP hydraulic
analysis shows that under major 100-year flood conditions this ridge (which has a top
elevationof about 265 feet) is expected to be overtopped by depth of only about 0.5 feet.
During less extreme events, the ridge will prevent floodwaters f_om entering the
compensatoryfloodplain. There is no explanation forwhy a ridge is proposed which would
preventfloodwater access to the floodplainmitigationarea for all but extremeevents. The
compensatoryfloodplaindesign,as currentlyproposed, is insufficientto fullymitigate forthe
hydrauliceffects of the embankmentfill. The consequence, as stated above, is for increased
peak flows and erosion duringfrequently-occurringflood events.

25. The proposedmitigationobjectivesfor the Miller Creekrelocation project are described by
NRMP Table5.1-2 (NRMP page 5-4). However, there are no calculations or other design
informationto demonstratethat the goals and design criteria will be accomplished with the
designnow proposed. Fromcomparisonof the December2000 and August 1999 versions
of the NRMP, we infer that some of the problems with the initial design have been
recognized,buta reviseddesign has yet to be developedwhich would accomplish the past or
current performance objectives. The mainproblemsare that the relocated channel is likely
to go dryduringlow flow periodsif it is constructed,as proposed, over a two-foot thick bed
of highly-permeablespawninggravels. We notice that the design criteriain the December
2000 NRMP is to "Construct low flow channel 8 feet wide with 1:1 slopes and 0.5 it deep
to convey summerbase flows" and does not identifya minimum flow depth which would
preventfish stranding. By contrast, the performance standardin the August 1999 NRMP
(Table5-1.1) was clearlyestablishedas a minimumflow depth of 0.25 it at 0.5 cfs. We have
commentedpreviouslythatthe proposed8-feetwidechannelwillalmost certainlynot support
a minimumflow depth of 0.25 cfs, especiallyif it is constructedover top of highlypermeable
gravelswhichwill convey significantsub-surfaceflow. Another change between the August
1999andDecember2000 NRMP documentisthat the earlier(1999) design criteriawas that
"100year floodflowswillovertop the channelintothe floodplain"whereasthe current(2000)
criteriais that "flowsgreaterthan the annualpeak flow will overtop the channel and inundate
the adjacentfloodplainrestoration." However,the hydraulicproperties(width,slope, depth)
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for the relocated channel as shown in current design drawings (Appendix A to December
2000 NRMP) are essentially unchanged from the hydraulic properties as shown in previous
versions of the design drawings. Our point is the NRMP fails to provide any calculations to
indicate that the proposed relocated reach of Miller Creek channel will accomplish its
changing design objectives. Our independent review suggests that the channel design as now
proposed will fail to accomplish performance goals for minimum depth of flow and for
floodplain inundation.

In summary,there continue to be numerous deficiencies inthe analyses and preliminarydesigns which
present a risk of significant adverse impacts to the natural stream and wetland systems if the
December 2000 versions of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan and Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan are approved as a basis for mitigation of project impacts. We request on behalf of
the Airport Communities Coalition that, priorto regulatory certification or approval of the proposed
3rd runway project, the applicant be required to respond to the issues we have raised in this letter,
and that we be granted the opportunity to provide follow-up review and comment on that response.

Sincerely,

NORTHWEST HYDRAULIC CONSULTANTS, INC.

William A. Rozeboom, P.E.

Senior Engineer Principallm Leytham'u "D"P:E"
K. Malco II_h

Enclosures: vitae.

cc: Peter Eglick, HelseH Fetterman LLP, FAX (206) 340-0902
Kimberly Lockard, Airport Communities Coalition, FAX (206) 870-6540
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Northwest Hydraulics Consultants, February 15, 2001 letter

The responses in this section have been prepared from the Port's perspective and knowledge.

1. It is the Port's belief that stormwater standards are described in the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan. Water quantity (flow) control standards are described in Section 2.1. Water quality
management standards are described in Section 2.2. Changes to the described standards are subject to the
review and approval of Ecology.

2. The Port believes the stormwater plans provided in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan provide appropriate detail to evaluate potential stormwater impacts from the Master Plan Update
projects. The protection standards are clearly detailed, and the plan shows the feasibility of providing the
mitigation required to comply with the standards. In the event that modifications to the plan are necessary
due to project adjustments or unanticipated field conditions, the modifications are subject to review and
approval by Ecology. The standards would remain unchanged, even if the mechanism for meeting those
standards were changed.

3. As part of the §401 certification process, Ecology engaged King County as a consultant to review
and comment on the Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. The Port has addressed all of
the comments of the King County reviewers and, based on King County's review and the Port's response
to the County's comments, Ecology has reasonable assurance the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan will comply with state water quality standards.

4. The Port, as a Washington municipal corporation, need not post a bond to guarantee completion
of the stormwater management facilities planned as part of the Master Plan Update improvements. As a
political subdivision of the State, the Port enjoys the benefits of RCW 4.92.080, which exempts the State
from bond requirements.

As described in Section 7.1.5.1 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, the cost estimate
for the 12.6 acre-foot vault described in Appendix M is for a vault if it were to be constructed in a
completely built-out area (access freeways in subbasin SDE-4). The cost estimate is presented to
demonstrate that retrofitting of this specific area is not reasonably practicable. This cost estimate does not
apply to areas of new construction.

5. The expansion of Industrial Wastewater System Lagoon 3 is under construction and will be
completed no later than 2003, to provide at least 72.0 mg of storage, as indicated in Table 4-2 of the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. While construction is not complete, the plans have been
bid and under construction for one season. The contractor has not identified any issue about completing
the construction as designed.

The Industrial Wastewater System is already treating wastewater at the rate of 4.0 mgd (the "future" rate
described in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 4-2). The discharge line has
capacity in excess of the treatment rate. Lagoons 1 and 2 contain 1.6 mg and 3.3 mg, indicated in
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 4-2. Thus, the future treatment rate and storage
capacity data stated in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan are fully supported.

As stated in Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Section 7.5, "the recommended AKART (all
known available and reasonable treatment) alternative is to discharge treated effluent from the Industrial
Wastewater Treatment Plant to the King County DNR East Division Reclamation Plant at Renton

(EDRPR). This alternative will eliminate or reduce Industrial Wastewater System discharge to Puget
Sound. Industrial wastewater system flows will continue to be treated by the Industrial Wastewater

Response to 401/404 Comments 111-74 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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Treatment Plant to remove oil and grease as well as total suspended solids before flowing to the EDRPR.'"
The marine outfall will be retained and will continue to be permitted, and will be available for discharge,
if necessary, to allow discharge of flows in excess of the maximum rate accepted by the EDRPR. The
storage-discharge analysis presented in Section 4.2.2 and Appendix Z demonstrates that no untreated
flows would occur in the 50-year King County Runoff Time Series period of record and no overflows
would occur to Miller or Des Moines Creek. In fact, modeling showed that there would be no predicted
overflow with future buildout at a processing rate of just 3.1 mgd, which is 78 percent of treatment

capacity and less than one-half of outfall capacity. Additional treatment capacity may be available when
all known available and reasonable treatment (AKART) has been implemented.

6. It is the Port's belief that the Industrial Wastewater System lagoon complies with the siting
standards of the Federal Aviation Administration's Advisory Circular 150/5200-33. As required by the
Circular, wildlife hazard mitigation techniques such as surface aerators, netting, and/or covers will be

employed at the new Industrial Wastewater System lagoon. The site will be monitored and adaptively
managed as described in the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan to eliminate and minimize wildlife
hazards to aircraft. A key difference between constructing the Industrial Wastewater System lagoons and

new wetland mitigation within I0,000 feet of runways is that wildlife and habitat management at
mitigation sites is contrary to the mitigation objectives and reduces the effectiveness of the mitigation.
For these reasons, even though the Port's wetland mitigation proposes on-site mitigation to fully mitigate
the non-habitat wetland impacts, off-site mitigation is proposed to mitigate avian habitat at a location
where there is no potential for wildlife or habitat management to reduce aviation hazards.

7. The Industrial Wastewater System is already treating at the rate of 4.0 mgd, which demonstrates
feasible treatment rates. Negotiations are on-going to determine the allowable rates of Industrial
Wastewater System discharge that can be routed to the King County DNR East Division Reclamation

' i Plant at Renton (EDRPR). Routing water to EDRPR does not diminish the amount of treatment capacity
that has already been proven, but instead simply provides an alternative discharge location. Under any
future scenario, if operational requirements dictate a change in treatment, processing rate, outfall capacity,
or other changes that could potentially increase surface water discharges to Miller or Des Moines Creeks,
the Port would be obligated to evaluate potential impacts, obtain necessary permits, and provide
mitigation.

8. The release rate evaluated in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan is the proposed
rate for the Industrial Wastewater System. As described above in Response #7, any changes to the
treatment rate would be evaluated for impacts to the storm drainage system.

9. The Port will operate the Industrial Wastewater System in a manner consistent with the Port's
NPDES permit and any conditions imposed by Ecology in its approved §401 certification. In the event
that the processing rate or operations change, the Port would evaluate impacts, if any, on surface waters
and seek approval from Ecology if modifications to the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
are needed.

I0. The increase in storage capacity will be accomplished by expanding Industrial Wastewater
System Lagoon 3, an existing facility. Runoff from small storms is stored in Lagoons 1 and 2, which are
netted to prevent bird attraction. Runoff from larger storms would require the use of Lagoon 3. Bird
attraction during larger storms is less of a concern, because open water will form in many other
depressional areas as well, thus reducing the likelihood of bird attraction specifically to Lagoon 3. As
required by Advisory Circular 150/5200-33, wildlife hazard mitigation techniques such as surface
aerators will be employed at Lagoon 3. The site will be monitored and adaptively managed as described
in the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan.

Response to 401/404 Comments 111-75 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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1I. The tables referenced in the comment indicate live storage volume modeled and available for
runoff control. Reserved storage is not included in the live storage calculations and is therefore not
included in the referenced tables.

The list of low stream flow mitigation on page 6-6 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
describes the Port's. proposed mitigation. The Tyee Golf Course well is not a "proposed" flow
augmentation source to mitigate the Port's low stream flow impacts. See General Response GLR 7 on
instream flow mitigation. The discussion on page 6-10 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan describes the Des Moines Creek Basin Committee proposal for flow mitigation. The Low Stream
Flow analysis concluded that low flow impacts from the development of the Master Plan Update projects
could be mitigated by the reserved stormwater storage. This will not conflict with King County's plans to
also have a well available to mitigate existing impacts.

12. The collection and storage of surface water in underground facilities (e.g., cisterns) is not a new
concept; this practice has historically been used to store water for many uses. Long-term storage of water
is the basic concept of wetponds and wetvaults, which axe considered pollutant removal best management
practices. Stormwater that flows to the detention facilities and reserved stormwater storage has been
treated by best management practices before it flows to the vaults. "Dead" sediment storage would be
provided, so that water drawn from the facilities would not re-entrain remaining settled material, if any.
Reaeration will be accomplished for the small flow from the facilities using passive aeration systems such
as drip towers or cascades over roughened surfaces.

Exhibit C151 incorrectly labels Vault G1 with a required volume of 9.2 acre-fL As reported in the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan Table 6-2 and Appendix A, the actual required volume is
7.4 acre-ft, which is provided in live storage in Vault G1.

The required low stream flow mitigation design is under review by King County. Reserve and live
storage volumes will be confirmed as part of this review.

13. The Des Moines Creek calibration is under review by King County. The model has been
calibrated and checked against the King County Gage I IF. Review of the SDS3 gage during the period
in question shows that the recorded hourly low flows approach 0.06 cfs (and the corresponding calibrated
flows are very close to 0.00 cfs). Thus, even if the monitoring device has been in error, the correction for
that error would have been insignificant.

14. The area of noncontiguous groundwater included in the model (512 acres) is measured from
interpretation of best available data. Additional interpretation of the information may yield different
results by different reviewers. In addition, groundwater areas can change in area depending on seasons,
variations between different climate years, and human factors such as water withdrawals. The evaluation

of groundwater area used in the model was based on professional judgment and an evaluation of the
significance of groundwater areas on calibration results.

15. The selection of a location to calibrate a model is subjective. Calibration of the models used for
this analysis emphasized matching overall watershed conditions, and therefore utilized the lower gages.

16. Data from gage 42C is being used to improve the Walker Creek model. Preliminary results
suggest that this data will enhance the calibration of the model.

17. It is difficult to quantify the size of the groundwater basin discharging to a particular point.
Groundwater basins do not necessarily correspond to the surface basins defined by topography. The 630
acres used in the model resulted in an approximate match with measured low flow volumes.

Response to 401/404 Comments 111-76 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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18. Irrigation runoff from the golf course or leakage from the Industrial Wastewater System lagoon
does not have any influence on the Walker Creek base flows, based on the fact that both are located in the
Des Moines Creek surface water and groundwater basins some distance from the Walker Creek basin.

19. In preparing the plot of observed daily flows from the 1998 embankment fill for February 1999,
measurements of pond volume were not made every day. On those days where no actual measurement
was taken, the 'observed' daily flow was recorded as "'zero." This does not mean that there were no

inflows to the pond, but instead reflects days when no pond volume was measured.

20. The existing Industrial Wastewater System lagoons were shown in the calibration and future
development models as water features. There is no change in the modeling input for the lagoons from pre
development to post development. The expansion of Lagoon 3 and lining of the expansion area was not
included in the modeling because it is not a Master Plan Update project. Moreover, the lining area
(approximately 5 acres) is insignificant compared to the total impervious area and the relatively small
impacts on low stream flows. Modeling of the Industrial Wastewater System lagoon areas will be
modified to reflect the lining.

21. The potential hydrologic impacts of the borrow areas were not evaluated in the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan because the Port believes that modifications are considered temporary and
reversible, as opposed to the construction of permanent new impervious areas and airport facilities.
However, the Port believes that it is inaccurate for the commenter to assert that the hydrologic impacts of
the use of the borrow sources have not been evaluated. As noted in the comment, the Wetland Functional

Assessment and Impact Analysis, Appendices C and D, evaluate the potential impacts of the excavation of
the borrow sources on wetlands, propose a plan for avoiding or mitigating those impacts, and address the
post-excavation topography and drainage facilities in the areas of the borrow sources. Appendix C
specifically states that "[m]itigation [of impacts from Borrow Area 1] will also include the use of a stream
setback averaging 200 feet to protect Des Moines Creek from the potential impacts of borrow
development activities." In addition, Appendix D makes clear that the drainage swale designed for use in
Borrow Area 3 will ameliorate the changes in groundwater flow that are anticipated to occur as a result of
the excavation of that Borrow Area. Finally, "reclamation of the borrow area[s] will be accomplished in
accordance with Washington Department of Natural Resources criteria and the Port of Seattle landscape
plans. Once final grades have been established, the drainage swale and adjacent slopes will be protected
from erosion using the same techniques demonstrated to be effective by the embankment construction to
date. The excavation slopes will be dressed and hydroseeded with a bonded fiber matrix. The swale will
be protected with erosion control matting until grass is established as part of the post-excavation site
reclamation." Appendix D at page 8.

The feasibility of stormwater control in the borrow areas is not an issue, based on the lack of limitations
regarding location and feasibility of stormwater facilities in borrow areas, e.g., land areas, wetland
impacts, or size requirements. Infiltration facilities are feasible in the types of soils found in the borrow
areas, allowing for the mitigation of potential base flow impacts.

Field investigations and soil classification conducted in the borrow areas, along with a comparison of soil
gradation tests from field samples indicate that groundwater infiltration will increase in Borrow Areas 3
and 4 because more permeable soils will be exposed, while Borrow Area 1 may show reduced infiltration.
As noted above, development and reclamation plans for Borrow Area 1 will include measures to enhance
on-site infiltration (e.g., terraced slopes and benches) to the extent this is necessary.

Field investigations and soil classification conducted in the borrow areas, along with a comparison of soil
gradation tests from field samples indicate that groundwater infiltration will increase in Borrow Areas 3

Response to 401/404 Comments 111-77 April 30, 2001
Reference: 1996-4-02325
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and4 because more permeablesoils will be exposed,while BorrowArea 1 may show reducedinfiltration.
As noted above, developmentandreclamationplans forBorrow Areas 1, 3 and4 will includemeasures to
enhanceon-site infiltration(e.g., terracedslopes andbenches) to the extent this is necessary.These plans
will be submitted to the appropriatepermittingagencies for review.

22. Review of air photos of the borrow areas demonstrate.that much of the area was formerly
neighborhoods acquiredby the Port in past mitigation buy-outs. Much of the soil was modified (soil or
organic materials removed) when the area was residential. Nevertheless, hydrologic modifications
describedwill occur, although to a lesserdegreethandescribed in the comment.

While it is possible in some instances that gradingwouldreduce surfaceinfiltration, it is more likely that
the removal of less-permeable perchinglayersand till will in fact increasethe potential for infiltrationand
rechargethat could increasebaseflows to Des Moines Creek.

23. The Port believes the "headwaters" of Des Moines Creekare misrepresentedin the comment as
the borrow area locations. The west branchof Des Moines Creekoriginates as a well-defined, dredged
channel from Northwest Ponds (the drainagearea of which extends about a mile north of the Northwest
Ponds), which are located approximatelyone-half mile upstream of 200_ Street. The east branchof Des
Moines Creek originates in drainagechannels(with a drainagebasin extending approximately0.7 miles
north of the lake) flowing to Bow Lake, whichis located approximately1 mile northof 200th Street.

24. See response to Comment 21 above.

25. The Port believes there is no basis for asserting that there will be adverse impacts from the
borrow areas. Mitigation, if necessary,can be providedin the borrowareaswith no impacts to operations
or borrow areafeasibility.

26. Refer to TechnicalAppendixB, Volume 3, of the ComprehensiveStormwater Management Plan.

27. The Low Streamflow Analysis report did not include supplemental Hydrologic Simulation
Program-Fortran(HSPF) analyses. The Low Streamflow Analysis report used results from the HSPF
analyses contained in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. Refer to the Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan technicalappendices A andB forHSPF input sequences.

28. See response to comment #14 above regarding groundwaterbasins.

29. See response to comments 19,and 21 above.

30. See response to comment #20, on IndustrialWastewaterSystem lagoon lining.

31. The Hydrologic SimulationProgram-Fortran(HSPF) modeling includes the baseflow impact to
all creeks due to new impervious surface constructed since 1994. The diversions to the Industrial
WastewaterSystem areasince 1994 are evaluated in the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan
comparisonof 1994 conditionswith 2006 conditions.

32. See responses to comments 23, 24 and25 regardingthe borrow areas. The borrow areas are not
forested headwatersof Des Moines Creek.

33. The models used were described in the Low Streamflow Analysis report (pages 2-7). The
Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) modeling for the Comprehensive Stormwater
Management Plan was used for the low streamflow analysis. As a result, there are no differences in the

Responseto 401/404Comments 111-78 April 30, 2001
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modeling for the two analyses. All permanent hydrologic impacts related to the Master Plan Update were
evaluated.

34. The Port believes the commentor compared the matrix conductivity used in the Pacific
Groundwater Group's analysis to the INFILT parameter in the Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran
(HSPF) model developed for the Comprehensive Stormwater. Management Plan. However, for

comparison to HSPF model parameters, it is more appropriate to Compare the HSPF INFILT parameter to
the hydraulic conductivity of the bulk fill CKbulk). It should also be recognized that Kbulk is not exactly
equal to INFILT. Pacific Groundwater Group's Kbulk value of 0.085 in/hr (6xi0-5 cm/sec) compares to
the HSPF INFILT value of 0.02 in/hr. Based on this comparison, the difference is less than implied by
the commentor. However, differences do exist between the amount of infiltration allowed by the two
models. The following paragraphs explain the origins of the various values and application of results of

the analysis.

The hydraulic conductivity used for the secondary recharge analysis was based on a database of
measurements by others, and well-established algorithms that use soil particle size distribution. In this
case, the percents of sand and silt expected of the entire fill were calculated based on geotechnical
engineering plans for the fill. The resulting percents of sand and silt were considered representative of the
soil matrix between gravel and cobbles. No flow was assumed to occur through the gravel/cobble
fraction of the fall. As a result, the bulk hydraulic conductivity was lower than the matrix conductivityby
the formula:

Kbulk= Kmatrix* (I-gravelfraction)

Where:

Kbulk--bulkhydraulicconductivity
Kmatrix= matrixhydraulicconductivity

InthiscaseKmatrix= 1.35xi0-4crn/sec,Kbulk= 6xi0-5cm/scc,andgravelfraction= 0.55.

INFILT fortheThirdRunway fillwas establishedbasedon calibrationoftheHSPF model toPhaseI fill
runoffdataspanninga one-monthperiodinFebruary2000. At thattimethePhaseI fillhad been
contoured,dcnsifiedby rolling,andtreatedtoreduceerosion.Itwas virtuallyfreeofvegetationexcept
on theslope.

The difference between the HSPF calibration result and the hydraulic conductivity implied by the particle
size distribution was recognized at the time the secondary recharge analysis was performed. However, it
was the opinion of more than one hydrogeologist that runoff from the completed fill would likely be less
than suggested by the limited Phase I runoff monitoring data. It was recognized that stormwater designs
based on the HSPF model would therefore overestimate as-built runoff, underestimate infiltration, and

therefore overestimate impacts to streams in low flow periods. Because of the resulting conservative
stormwater component designs, the HSPF model was not altered and the secondary recharge analysis
proceeded independently.

35. A sensitivity analysis was performed in the Pacific Groundwater Group's secondary recharge
analysis using reasonable assumptions for the widths of the infiltration filter strips (30 and 75 feet).
Reducing Kbulk causes a reduction in estimated secondary recharge and increasing the filter-strip width
causes an increase in the volume of water infiltrated (and a reduction in rate due to the increased
infiltration area). By reducing the modeled Kbulk to a value equal to the HSPF model parameter (0.02

in/In-), estimated secondary recharge would be reduced by about 55% for a 75-foot filter strip (from about
22 to I0 in/yr) and by about 75% for a 30-foot filter strip (from about 48 to 12 in/yr). The secondary
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recharge values estimated with the HSPF 1NFILT values used for Kbulk (10-12 in/yr) are less than will
likely occur under the eventual built condition.

36. Dam safety design procedures defined in WAC 173-175 are followed for pond designs. All
ponds requiring the Darn Safety review will incorporate that review process into the design process. If
Dam Safety review is required, plans will be finalized in compliance with those regulations. All ponds
constructed thus far have been exempt from a dam safety review.

37. See response to comment #36 above.

38. A geotechnical report for stability and constructability of the vaults will be completed as part of
final design. Significant geotechnical evaluation of the embankment will be completed, as required to
conform to all applicable regulatory requirements.

39. The depth requirement to which this comment refers is listed in the King County Stormwater
Design Manual under the heading "Access Requirements." The specified depth is not a structural
requirement. No depth limit is stated in the requirements under the heading "Structural Stability," on
page 5-37 of the King County Stormwater Design Manual.

The Port maintains its own facilities. Due to the size and scale of operations at the Sea-Tac Airport, the
Port is able to provide the necessary equipment to access and maintain these vaults.

Cast-in-place vaults will be designed and stamped by a licensed structural engineer.

40. The stormwater detention facilities will be constructed and operated consistent with the Port's
• Wildlife Hazard Management Plan. Standards for stormwater facilities are included in the Wildlife

Hazard Management Plan. If the facilities fail to meet those standards, there are viable and feasible
alternatives to retrofit the facilities to reduce wildlife attraction. Since the 1980's, the Port has staffed a
full time wildlife biologist at the airport to assist in reducing and managing wildlife hazards.
Accordingly, in the event of a problem, mitigation will be identified and implemented.

41. The Port believes the details described in the comment are included in plans at the appropriate
level of design progress. The Port has a systematic, critical construction plan review process. Plans are
reviewed at multiple design milestones by more than eight qualified Port environmental staff and
consultants. In addition, the Port's individual National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit requires significantly more extensive planning, implementation, and monitoring than the
requirements of most construction sites in the state of Washington. Most construction sites in
Washington are permitted under the General NPDES Permit for Construction Stormwater. The Port's
NPDES permit requires that site-specific monitoring plans be prepared for construction projects. The
Port is also required, through the Governor's Certification, to provide third-party oversight of all Master
Plan Update construction activities for temporary erosion and sedimentation control. This third-party
oversight is a condition of the Port's NPDES permit. The Port has a full-time temporary erosion and
sedimentation control expert on staff, and monitors each of the construction sites as required by site-
specific monitoring plans approved by Ecology. Problems found at the North Employee Parking Lot
construction site in 1997 were effectively resolved to allow completion of the site during the wet season
with no further problems.

The Port's temporary erosion and sedimentation control design and implementation procedures currently
have more than three years of proven performance on large earth embankment projects, including one of
the wettest winters on record. Facilities such as pumps, swales, and treatment ponds have been
constructed and operated with no uncontrolled discharges.
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Temporary erosion and sedimentation control is most effectively implemented with a sound, detailed
plan, overseen and monitored by experts, adjusted and adapted to unique conditions at each site. using
new and innovative techniques. The Port's approach to temporary erosion and sedimentation control for
Master Plan Update projects meets all of these requirements.

42. Detailed temporary erosion and sedimentation control plans will be developed prior to
construction, as required by the Port's National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit. Also see
response to Comment #41 above.

43. See response to comment #42 above.

44. See response to comment #42 above.

45. Temporary erosion and sedimentation control facilities will be in place as long as they are
needed. Depending on the location in the construction and drainage basin, some facilities will be needed
for one construction season, while others may be needed for the life of the construction (approximately 6
years).

46. As described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.2.3 pages 5-101 through 5-106),
following construction, the outer drainage channels will serve to collect and convey seepage water to
wetlands located downslope of the embankment. The temporary construction use is to collectrunoff from
the construction area for diversion to a sedimentation pond and treatment. Temporary and permanent
impacts to wetlands resulting from these channels have been evaluated in the Wetland Functional
Assessment and Impacts Analysis report (Section 4.2; Table 4-5, on page 4-13).

47. Pond A and the adjacent pump pit are located in wetlands because this is the lowest part of the
west-side construction area and the point to which storm water will flow during construction. These
ponds are part of the temporary erosion and sedimentation control system protecting Miller Creek from
potential short-term construction impacts. These ponds will be removed as soon as the adjacent disturbed
ground can be revegetated and sediment is no longer a risk.

The geotextile lining is not intended to keep groundwater out of the pond, and there is some potential for
Temporary Pond A to intercept a portion of the shallow groundwater that in part maintains the hydrology
of Wetland 37a. We conservatively estimate the potential flow from natural groundwater into the empty
pond would be on the order of 2 to 10 gpm (0.005 to 0.022 cfs). The area of wetland potentially impacted
by this would be limited to between 20 and 50 feet downslope of Pond A. This volume of flow is
insignificant to the wetland as a whole, except possibly during the late summer months.

It is important to note that the impact to wetland hydrology would be seasonal and temporary. The pond
only needs to be pumped out when it is needed for temporary storage of storm water, typically only
during the period of say October to April. Impact in winter is expected to be minimal since other
hydrologic inflows will likely be sufficient to maintain moisture levels within the surficial wetland soils
irrespective of any drainage effects due to Pond A. Impacts would be potentially greater in the summer, if
the pond was drawn down and intercepted shallow groundwater flow that is feeding downslope wetland.
However, the Port has no plans (and no need) to operate the pond except during storm events.

A management solution the Port proposes is to maintain water in the pond during the summer, when little
or no stormwater retention capacity is needed. This would reduce or eliminate the drainage effect on the
adjacent wetland. If necessary, management of pond levels throughout the year could be tied to
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anticipated weather conditions, with the water level only drawn down by pumping when storms are
expected.

Based on the results of further analysis, an alternative management proposal for Pond A being considered

by the Port includes placing a sheet-pile wall (or cofferdam) around the pond to isolate it from the
groundwater flow that is sustaining Wetland 37a. In this alternative, sheet piles would be installed to the
top of the glacial till at an anticipated average depth of 15 leer'below ground surface. The sheet piles
would prevent groundwater from entering Pond A, and thus prevent drawdown of groundwater levels in
the adjacent wetland.

The cofferdam would divert some local shallow groundwater flow, forcing diverted water around the ends
of the cofferdam, and possibly lowering water levels in the wetland area downslope of the pond as a
consequence. To mitigate this, a collector/distributor trench filled with gravel (a "French drain") will be
built around the outside of the cofferdam. The French drain will collect shallow groundwater that would
otherwise tend to mound on the upslope side of the cofferdam, and conduct it around to the downslope
side of the cofferdam. The water in this gravel-filled trench will be available to maintain water levels in
the shallow wetland soils, with no volume reduction or delay to the seepage, and no introduction of
channelized surface-water flow in the wetland.

48. The Port has successfully completed and implemented complex temporary erosion and
sedimentation control plans for its embankment projects. The Port's National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System permit already requires the detail and performance recommended in the comment,
which is not typically required by applicants reviewed under the King County and Ecology Stormwater
Management manuals.

:" 49. The surface water runoff from the mechanically stabilized earth wall will be conducted laterally
in the wall terraces to catch basins. The catch basins are part of the storm drainage system that includes

piping and energy dissipation before delivery to the various detention facilities.

50. The Port's design includes engineering input on the embankment failure at the Telluride Airport.
The factors that contributed to the failure at Telluride include:

• Failure to recognize the potential dangers of constructing embankment fill slopes atop old debris
slides and other indicators of geologic instability. The natural slopes at the Third Runway site are
stable by comparison;

• The Telluride construction site was in extreme topography near the top of a mountain in the Rockies,
with steep slopes subject to instability, and very different from the Puget Sound lowlands;

• Failure to include in the embankment design adequate drainage to prevent the buildup of pore
pressure, which was blamed as the primary cause of failure at Telluride. The Third Runway project
includes a substantial drainage blanket designed expressly to prevent such dangerous build-up of pore
pressures;

• The Telluride embankment materials were composed of weak shales and residual soils, which are
prone to swelling. In contrast, the glacial materials that will be used at the Third Runway site are
inherently stronger and more geologically stable;

• The location of the Telluride fill above a fault helped exacerbate seepage problems and contributed to
the embankment failure. Such conditions are not present at the Third Runway site;

The relevant lessons of the Telluride Airport embankment failure have been fully incorporated in the

Third Runway embankment design.
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51. The Port believes the use of 1998 stormwaterrunoff data for the Phase 1 embankment likely
skews the results toward low infiltration rates, when the bulk of the fill is in fact expected to have
infiltration rates in excess of at least 0.19 inch per hour. The skew is deliberatein that it over-emphasizes
stormwater runoff from the embankment, and ensures that stormwater management infrastructure is
conservatively designed. However, the Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran(HSPF) will not yield
reliableresults for expectedrates of infiltration and groundwaterrechargethrough thick unsaturated zones
such as created by the embankment fill, because HSPF is primarily a surface flow analysis tool, not a
groundwater flow model.

The fill infiltration modeling in the Pacific Groundwater Group report is more concerned with
understanding impacts to aquifers, and uses higher infiltrationrates than does HSPF. These higher rates
are more consistent with the expected water transmission properties of the fill, and the surface of the fill
under long-term conditions (grassed, with wormholes and other macro porosity that will encourage
infiltration). The Pacific Groundwater Group results support comparablemodeling work on embankment
infiltration performed by the Port (see Appendix C, Embankment Infiltration and Seepage Studies, Drafi
Geotechnical Engineering Analyses and Recommendations, Third Runway Embankment, pages C-1
through C-12Hart Crowser, December 4, 2000). Similar rates of infiltration used by Hart Crowser are
also conservative in addressingthe likelihood forperched zones of saturation to occur within the fill.

The embankment design considers observed fill drainagecharacteristics as well as analysis of infiltration
on fill stability, and incorporatesappropriate measures such as using relatively high conductivity soils for
the outer part of permanent embankment slopes.

52. The bench drainage channelshave been designed to conduct 200 percent of the peak flow for the
100-year, 24-hour storm event. Cloudburstrainfall and horizontal rainfall fall well within these sizing

'. criteria.

53. The potential impact of permanent stormwaterdetention ponds on the hydrology of downslope
wetlands has been analyzed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis report (see
Section 4.3.2.12 pages 4-64 through4-67; and Appendix I). Groundwater data for this area, in relation to
the ground elevation, is shown in Appendix I and discussed in the Wetland Functional Assessment and
Impact Analysis report. Because of the excavation, a small indirect impact to the uppermost section of
Wetland 39 could occurwhere the pond is excavated below the elevation of the wetland. However, Pond
D has been designed to infiltrate water into the soil and with an additional orifice to discharge treated
stormwaterto the wetland as a means of preventingsuch an indirect impact.

All pond designs and temporary and permanent erosion and sediment controls include a site-specific
evaluation. A primary aspect of pond siting involves test borings and test pits in the proposed locations.
Standardpond design methods are followed in each case. Design of each pond proceeds from the site-
specific data so that the pond is designed to be above the observedwater table levels at each site.

54. The areas described as Vacca Farmand the Miller Creekrelocation sites are landscapes that have
been heavily altered by decades of human impacts. The changes include watershed development with
houses, roads, and commercial development; channelizing Miller Creek; excavations in the Miller Creek
Detention Facility, and construction of the facility; LoraLake excavation; farmingand farm drainage; and
land clearing in the floodplain. It is difficult to replicate a natural system that retains existing habitat
(small streamhabitat) when thathabitat probablydid not exist prior to human alterationsand other factors
influencing this habitat (watershed development) are present. However, the proposed Miller Creek
relocation, considering many of the limitations of the project area, will replace the limited natural
functions that this highly altered portion of Miller Creek provides, and restore many functions that have
been lost by previous actions.
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For example, the existing stream channel is actually located on the edge of the floodplain, several feet
above the existing bottom of the "valley" through which the channel flows. If the channel were
constructed in the bottom of the floodplain with the low profile and flat floodplain, it would lose
definition and no longer function as a section of stream channel that is present now. It is therefore
necessaryto construct a channelwith "built-up" walls to define the flow channel.

The 5.24 acre-feet of 100-yearfloodplainstorage will mitigate the loss of 100-yearfloodplainstorage as
described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Table 4.1=2 page 4-7; Section 5.1.2 pages 5-26
through 5-43). The relative floodplain storage is matched at each depth of flooding depth, thereby
mitigating impacts of small floods. The relocated channel has increased conveyance capacity when
compared to the existing channel. The area throughwhich Miller Creek will be relocated is a broad,
shallow backwater area that stores flood flow even duringless frequentevents. The proposed channel
will convey flows as indicated in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Sections 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.6
pages 5-5 through 5-16), and spill over to the floodplainwith flows in excess 40 cfs, which is less than
the mean annual flow (See page 5-12 andTable5.4-1). Therelocatedchanneland the floodplain"swale"
are connected at the south end of thenew creek,which is the point thatwill control the water surfacelevel
in the floodplain. The areadrainingto this point includes drainage from Des Moines Memorial Drive,
LoraLake, andoverflow from the new channel.

The channelwill overflow with flows in excess of 40 cfs. The 100-year flood elevation in the vicinity of
the relocated channelrepresents a largeshallow backwater area that could be characterizedas more of a
"lake" than a conventional streamside floodplain. The floodplainwill receive water from other sources as
well as overflow from the creek channel. Natural levees that separate the main channel from the
floodplainsare frequently foundin nature.

55. See response to #54 above.

56. The channel design is virtuallyunchangedfrom the previousNatural Resource Mitigation Plan
(Section 5.1.1 in Parametrix, August 1999). Changes in text were primarily a result of questions and
comments from reviewers that required clarification. The assertion that the channel will go dry by
flowing through highly permeable stream material is incorrect. The gravel specifications include fine
sandsand silts to specifically avoid the problemsthat were assertedby the reviewer.

Channel hydraulics in the relocated reach of Miller Creek are influenced by high water table and
downstreamwater surface elevations, in additionto the channel configuration,slope, androughness. The
existing channelhas a similar channelcross-section that meets the flow depth criteria. The flow depths,
as described in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Section 5.1.1.6 page 5-12) are expected to be met.
In the event that design standardsare not met and the stream is not providing appropriatehabitat, Table
5.1-7 (page 5-21) of the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan provides performance standards and
contingency measures thatcan be implemented.
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northwest hydraulic consultants inc.
16300 christensen road, suite 350 sacramento
seattle, washington 98188-3418 vancouver
(206) 241-6000 - phone edmonton
(206) 439-2420 - fax
www.nhcweb.com seattle

June 25, 2001

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
Post Office Box 3755

Seattle, Washington 98124-2255
ATTN:Mut_ Walker

Gaii Terzi

Washington State Department of Ecology
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program
3190 - 160a Avenue Southeast

Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452
ATTN':Ann Kermy

Subject: Follow-up comments on stormwater, hydrology, and hydraulics aspects of proposed
3rd runway and related development actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport,
Corps Reference No. 1996-4-02325.

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants has been retained on behalf of the Airport Communities Coalition
to provide technical reviews of stormwater, hydrology, and hydraulics elements of proposed
development actions at SeaTac airport. Our comments on the December 2000 version of the project
stormwater management plan and related environmental documents were submitted to Ecology and
the Corps in a letter dated February 15, 2001.

Responses to public comments, including those submitted by NHC, were made in a document dated
April 30, 2001, by or on behalf of the Port of Seattle. The purpose of this letter is to provide our
follow-up comments based on those Port responses.

Follow-up comments are provided below for each of the numbered points in our comment letter and
in the Port's response. Those documents do not share a common numbering system. In order to
facilitate cross-referencing to the prior documents, each comment below begins with"NHC xx; Port
xx" to reference the corresponding comment and response numbers from our comment letter of
February 15, 2001 and the Port's response document of April 30, 2001.

1. NHC 1;Port 1. In our opinion there is a need to eliminate ambiguity as to what stormwater
standards will be applied for this project. A clear commitment is needed that the "updated"
standards described in SMP Section 2.1.4 will be followed, and are not subject to further

negotiation. Vague references to "the Port's stormwater management standards" (SMP page
6-3) are inappropriate and should be eliminated. Also, as noted in our original comment, it
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is of concern that the now-approved major modification to the SeaTac Airport's NPDES
permithas a requirement for stormwater management standards which are less stringent than
the updated standards described in the SMP.

2. NHC 2; Port 2. The response does not address the substantive concern regardingthe absence
of a clearly-defined, post-SMP review process. The recent history for this project, particularly
the majorflaws in both the November 1999 and August 2000 versions of the project SMP,
highlights the need for an independent design review to supplement the Port's quality
assurance and review processes. Without certainty of ongoing, independent, competent
review, there can be no reasonable assurance of project compliance with either King County
surface water policies or Ecology conditions of approval for Section 401 Certification.

3. NHC 2; Port 3. The response is inconsistent with our understanding of the status and scope
of the review work being conducted by King County. First, while the response asserts that
the Port has"addressed all of the comments of the King County reviews," it is apparent from
the record of subsequent Ecology-County-Port meeting notes that the King County review
is an ongoing process which was not satisfied or concluded by the Port's initial responses.
Second, the King County review was limited in several respects and did not consider airport
impacts from non-Master Plan Projects (such as the post-1994 IWS expansion, IWS lagoon
linings, or borrow pit mining) and did not assess compliance with state water quality
standards. Our understanding of the study scope is based in pan on the following statement
from the second paragraphof King County's February 22, 2001 review findings letter: "As
with our previous review of this project, it is important to keep in mind the limitations of the
work that we have performed. First, this review is limited to ascertaining whether the SMP
attained minimum compliance with 1998 King County Surface Water Design Manual.
Compliance with the technical provisions of the Design Manual does not mitigate all
potential impacts of development and may not provide suffwient information to allow for
approval under other codes and regulations.'"

4. NHC 3; Port 4. The response does not address the substantive concern regarding the cost
of the proposed facilities and, per the Port's own consultant, that "Obviously, the success of
the mitigation depends on the effectiveness of implementation and monitoring...It is critical
that sufficient guaranteed funding be available..."

5. NHC 3, Port 4. Our comment on the unit cost of stormwater vaults was based on
information provided in the SMP for Vault SDE-4. We examined the costs for all facilities
shown in SMP Appendix M and selected Vault SDE-4 because 87% its costs were found to
be determined by factors of basic structure cost, excavation, and backfill, all of which should
be independent of whether the area had been previously developed. In contrast, we
purposefully did NOT use unit cost information for SDS-3 Vault 3 which was found to have
total unit costs about double those for SDE-4 due to significant (about 44% of total) costs

relating to pre-development issues of removing existing pavement and constructing a new
taxiway. If the Port's cost estimates are reliable, then the cost data provided in SMP

Appendix M for Vault SDE-4 should provide a reasonable basis for estimating vault costs for
areas of new construction. Given the Port's reluctance to provide cost estimates for storage

vaults and ponds to provide peak flow control, it is of concern that the Port is using the costs
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in Appendix M as justification that it is "not reasonably practicable" to construct Vault SDE-4
so that previously-developed areas can meet state water quality standards. Also see Comment
4 above.

6. NHC 4; Port 5 and 6. Response noted.

7. NHC 4; Port 5, 7, 8, and 9. Responses noted.

8. NHC 4 and 19; Port 10 and 40. The response fails to provide any analysis of the frequency
and duration of standing open water in Lagoon 3 or other open water facilities. The Port's
position seems to be that a realistic analysis of the frequency and duration of standing open
water is irrelevant since bird attraction hazards will be controlled by other mitigation
techniques.

9. NHC 5; Port 11. The amount of any "reserve storage" being proposed at stormwater
facilities needs to be consistently included in SMP tables and exhibits. We agree that a
distinction is needed between live storage and reserve storage.

10. NHC 5, Port 12. We disagree with the premise that the reserve storage proposal described
in the SMP is a historical practice. The proposed reserve storage is not a water supply cistern
from which water is regularly recharged and regularly withdrawn. The proposed reserve
storage is also unlike the dead storage in a water quality wetpond in which a plug of old water
is pushed out with each new storm event. Instead, the proposed reserve storage scheme
involves a dead storage zone below the detention live storage. The reserve storage will be
filled with the first fall or early winter storm and then function entirely as dead storage for up
to nine months, accumulating whatever materials or pollutants might precipitate from the live
storage zone during that time. Our point is that all of the reserve storage water will function
like a dead storage zone for a very prolonged period prior to the water being put to use, and
that the summer-period quality of the reserve storage water,and its suitability for low flow
augmentation, is uncertain.

11. NHC 6; Port 13. Response that "The model has been calibrated and checked against the King
County Gage 11F" is noted. Further comment will be offered once the results of that
calibration and checking are made available for public review.

12. NHC 6; Port 14. Response appears to have mis-interpreted or has not addressed our
observation of an internal inconsistency in the SMP. The calibration text (SMP page B 1-10)
states that there is groundwater inflow from 1,240 acres of non-contiguous area. This is
inconsistent with the model input sequence which shows inflow from only 512 acres. The
Port's response suggests that groundwater inflow is highly dynamic, variable, and that
interpretation is subject to professional judgement. The SMP should in our opinion be
internally consistent in describing the relevant factors and modeling assumptions. Also see
Comment 15 below.

13. NHC 6; Port 15. Given the availability of upper-basin data, we disagree with the choice of
calibrating primarily to lower gages and in matching overall watershed conditions. Our
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opinion as stated previously is that because the purpose of this work is to address and
mitigate conditions in the upper basin (airport) areas of the watershed, calibration efforts
should place more emphasis on matching upper basin flows unless those data are confirmed
to be unreliable. Emphasis on overall watershed conditions and lower-basin data will tend to
mask impacts and mitigation needs from airport development activities in the upper basin.

14. NHC 7; Port 16. Response that "Data from gage 42C is being used to improve the Walker
Creek model" is noted. Further comment will be offered once the results of that model

improvement are made available for public review.

15. NHC 8; Port 17. The response does not address the substantive discrepancy between the 630
acres of Walker Creek non-contiguous groundwater basin assumed for model calibration, the
approximately 690 gross acres (before 1WS diversions) of available non-contiguous
groundwater basin based on groundwater mapping (SMP Figure B2-23), and the
approximately 350 acres of available non-contiguous groundwater basin once IWS areas are
removed. The available mapping data suggest that diversions to the 1WS system from this
groundwater recharge area and implementation oflWS leak detection and repair programs
could potentially cause a nearly 50% reduction in the base flows of Walker Creek. Our point
is that it is difficult to provide any reasonable assurance of appropriate mitigation for airport
impacts on stream base flows, or seepage flows to wetlands, when the source of those flows
is so poorly understood.

16. NHC 8; Port 18. The Port response suggests with apparent certainty that leakage from the
1WS lagoons does not have any influence on Walker Creek base flows. This certainty is
inconsistent with Port responses 14 and 17 which suggest that groundwater inflow is highly
dynamic, variable, and that interpretation is subject to professional judgement.

17. NHC 9, Port 19. Response noted.

18. NHC 10;Port 20. The response fails to address the substantive concern that post- 1995 fining
of the 1WS lagoons has and/or will cause low streamflows in Des Moines (and possibly
Walker) Creek to be reduced below the low streamflows which would have occurred during
base year (1994) conditions. SMP Section 2.1.2 (page 2-2) discusses selection of the base
year. Our point remains that airport impacts to stream base flows, as well as mitigation needs,
have likely been underestimated because they have not considered the effect of lining these
lagoons.

19. NHC 11, Port 21. Response noted. We agree that many of the potential impacts can be
suitably mitigated by future reclamation activities, providing that the borrow pit areas are
reclaimed to a forested basin condition. However, the SMP and related documents offer no
assurance or commitment that the borrow sites will be reclaimed to a forested condition.

20. NHC 11; Port 21. The Port response does not address our comment of effects on Des
Moines Creekflows due to lost flOWattenuationcapacity. The Port's low streamflow
analysis makes the claim that summer flows in Miller Creek will be improved due to
attenuation effects in the fill material which will be imported for the third runway
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embankment. Because significant quantities of that same fill is being excavated (to depths of
up to 100 feet) and exported from borrow pits in the upper Des Moines Creek basin, it
follows that there will be some corresponding impairment of summer flows in Des Moines
Creek.

21. NHC 11; Port 22. Response noted.

22. NHC 11; Port 23. Response noted. Our use of"headwaters" is intended to reflect the fact
that the forested areas in question are in the upper portion of the basin where Des Moines

Creek appears to be a gaining stream, and that low streamflows in Des Moines Creek are
sustained, in part,by runoff from these forested areas.

23. NHC 11; Port 24. See Comment 20 above.

24. NHC 11; Port 25. We disagree with the assertion that there will be no adverse impacts from
borrow pit activities. See Comments 19 and 20 above.

25. NHC 12a; Port 26. The response is inadequate and avoids the question of how well the
HSPF model reproduces summer flows for the months of August and September.

26. NHC 12b; Port 27. Response noted.

27. NHC 12c; Port 28. The response is inadequate. Our point, again, is that it is difficult to
provide any reasonable assurance of appropriate mitigation for airport impacts on stream base
flows, or seepage flows to wetlands, when the source of those flows is so poorly understood.

28. NHC 12d; Port 29. Response noted.

29. NHC 12e; Port 30. See Comment 18 above.

30. NHC 12f; Port 31. We are confused by the response. According to the SMP, the analysis
of base year 1994 conditions was made using existing (1994) land uses superimposed on
future (year 2006) subbasin boundaries. Our understanding of the HSPF streamflow
modeling is that areas tributary exclusively to the IWS system (as of the year 2006 basin
boundaries used for both existing and future conditions) were not included in the HSPF
models. With this methodology, it is impossible for the SMP to have evaluated the baseflow
impact in Des Moines Creek due to the diversion of 111 acres of basin area to the IWS
system. Our point is that project impacts to low flows in Des Moines Creek have been
underestimated because the assessment has not accounted for the post-1994 expansion of the

IWS system.
AR 007176

31. NHC 12g; Port 32. See Comments 19, 20, and 22 above.

32. NHC 12; Port 33. See Comments 25 through 31 above. We repeat our original comment
here. Insufficient information has been provided to confirm whether the models are

reasonably well calibrated for .assessing low flows conditions. Furthermore, the analysis
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methods have overlooked several airport activities--IWS expansion, IWS lagoon lining,
borrow pits-which will likely have an adverse impact on low streamflows, particularly in the
Des Moines Creek basin. Individually and cumulatively, these problems result in a failure to
adequately address airport impacts on low streamflows andassociated water quality concerns
in the affected streams, and a corresponding failure to provide reasonable assurance of
adequate mitigation.

33. NHC 13 and 22a; Port 21, 34 and 51. The responses provide a plausible explanation of how
surface contouring, densification, and application of bonded fibre matrix for erosion control
could have caused the monitored embankment runoffto generate far more surface runoff(and
allow far less infiltration) than would be consistent with theoretical values for the embankment
fill. We agree that the suriicial effects of these practices should diminish over time due to
weathering and biological actions. However, no information is given to address the uncertain
consequences of the layers ofdensified soils and bonded fiber matrix which are being buffed
within the body of the embankment and which will not be exposed to significant weathering
or biological actions.

34. NI-IC 14; Port 35. Response noted. See Comment 33 above.

35. NHC 15, Port 36. Response noted. We recognize that the full dam safety review will require
design drawings more advanced than those presented in the SMP. However, given the size
and complexity of this project, the SMP should provide a summary table to identify which of
the facilities being proposed will require Ecology review and approval, prior to construction,
for compliance with dam safety regulations. Also, Ecology should confirm whether a dam
safety review is needed for Pond G prior to the start of construction of that facility per the
"Third Runway - Embankment Construction Phase 4" drawings and specifications dated
January 29, 2001 which have been approved by the Port and issued for bid.

36. NHC 16, Port 37. See Comment 35 above.

37. NHC 17;Port 38. We disagree with the response which proposes deferring substantive issues
of the feasibility of certain facilities until final design. The facilities at issue are Vault SDS7
and Vault G1. Vault SDS7 proposes above-grade storage of 21.4 acre-feet of water volume
in a rectangular structure with an above-ground water depth of 19.8 feet. Vault G1 proposes
storage of about 13.8 acre-feet of water volume (detention storage plus reserve storage) with
a water depth of 30 feet. There is an obvious need for a safety review to assure the structural
stability of Vault SDS7. Our concerns over Vault G1 result from its close (about 20 feet)
proximity to the top edge of a 140-foot high fill embankment. Furthermore, because of its
proposed placement in fill, Vault G1 (and perhaps others) fails to satisfy the KCSWDM
technical requirement(pg 5-37) that"Vaults shall not be allowed in fill slopes, unless analyzed
in a geotechnical report for stability and constructability."

38. NHC 18; Port 39. Response noted.

39. NHC 19;Port 40. See Comment 8 above.
AR 007'177
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40. NHC 20, 20a, 20b, and 20c; Port 41, 42, 43, and 44. Responses noted. However, they fail
to answer the specific technical questions presented in our comments 20a, 20b, and 20¢.

41. NHC 20d; Port 45. Response noted.

42. NHC 20e; Port 46. The response does not address the conflict between use of the outer
swales to collect (clean water) seepage from the toe of the embankment and convey the water
to wetlands with the use of the same ditches for conveyance of (turbid water) construction
site runoff to erosion control treatment facilities. One consequence of this conflict is that
erosion control treatment facilities may be undersized. (This relates to the unanswered,
technical questions from our previous comment 20b: "What is the tributary area for each of
the proposed ESC facilities? What are the design flows? Have the design calculations been
reviewed.'?")

43. NHC 20f, Port 47. We appreciate that the Port recognizes the need for additional analyses
and management solutions to the challenge of pumping erosion control water from a pond
which will be excavated, within a wetland, to a depthwhich is about 9 feet below the seasonal
groundwater level. However, this is a situation which should have been identified and
corrected priorto Port approval of the construction plansI and specifications which describe
this work. The oversight illustrates that the Port's "systematic, critical construction plan
review process" (Port response 4 I) is fallible and would benefit from additional independent
review.

44. NHC 20; Port 48. See Comment 40 above.

45. NHC 21; Port 49. The response provides an adequate proposal for drainage from the MSE
wall, but fails to provide a proposal for collecting runoff from the face of the sloping
embankment. Specifically, the response does not address our comment that SMP Appendix
O, Exhibit Cl15 shows that undetained surface runoff collecting at the bottom of the
embankment, and also from the airport security road, would be discharged directly into
adjacentwetlands without any peak flow detention as requiredby King County and Ecology
regulations.

46. NHC 22 and 22a; Port 50 and 51. Responses noted. See Comment 33 above.

47. NHC 22b, Port 52. Response noted.

48. NHC 23; Port 53. The response does not adequately address our concern that the proposed
construction excavation for Pond D, as shown by SMP Appendix D, Exhibits C133 through
C134.1, is very likely to intercept the local shallow regional groundwater table and to
significantlydisrupt the water supplyto Wetland 39. These are the same exhibits as presented

lPort of Seattle major contract construction plans titled "Third Runway - Embankment Construction - Phase 4",

Work Order #101346, Project STIA-O104-T-01, approved 1/25/01. The accompanying two-volume Project Manual,
including Specifications, is dated January 29, 2001.
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in Appendix I of the Port's Wetland Functional Assessment and Impact Analysis. At issue
is the degree to which the shallow regional groundwater table will be intercepted and the
feasibility of providing returning some flow from the Pond to the wetland. Site soil boring
logs and a much better understanding of the source of water supply to Wetland 41a and the
upper end of Wetland 39 are needed for this issue to be resolved.

49. NHC 24; Port 54. Response noted.

50. NI-IC25; Port 55. The response states that "The relative floodplain storage is matched at
each depth of flooding depth..." but does not provide any hydraulic calculations to support
the assertion that sufficient compensatory floodplain storage is being provided. The response
has clarified that the compensatory storage area is intended to function like a lake subject to
backwater from Miller Creek atthe south end of the storage area. Our original comment had
assumed that floodwater was supposed to enter the compensatory storage area by overflows
along the full length of relocated channel. With our new understanding of how this system
is supposed to work, there are questions of whether the ditch which connects Miller Creek
to the compensatory storage area has sufficient hydraulic capacity in the initial design, and
what long-term maintenance of this ditch will be required.

5 I. NHC 26; Port 56. The response fails to address our comment that there are no calculations
or other design information to demonstrate that the goals and design criteria for the Miller
Creek relocation project will be accomplished with the design now proposed. Absent a high
local groundwater table throughout the full reach of relocated channel, it remains our opinion
that the relocated channel, as designed, will at least intermittently fail to achieve the target
minimum flow depth 0f0.25 feet duringlow-flow (0.5 cfs) periods. The Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan (page 5-14) indicates that the relocated channelwill be located in an area with
peat soils, but we are unable to locate information in that or other documents to show
whether the local water table is sufficiently high to keep these peat soils saturated throughout
the summer months.

52. NHC 26; Port 56. There is an apparent mis-communication over the characteristics of the
stream substrate spawning gravels to be used for the relocated reach. The Port response
states, "The gravel specifications include finesands and silts to specifically avoid the problems
that were asserted by the reviewer." However, that response seems inconsistent with the
stream substrate description presented underthe heading of"Stream Substrate" inthe Natural
Resource Mitigation Plan (N-RMP) and which formed the basis for our assumption that the
stream substrate material will be higidy permeable. NRM_ page 5-19 states that "Substrate
in the relocated channel will consist of gravel, course sands, and cobble material" and also
that "The flow velocity criteria for the channel were set to maintain suitable substrate for fish

by minimizing the accumulation of fine-grained material." Our concern as expressed
previously is that the relocated channel is likely to go dry during low flow periods if it is
constructed, as proposed, over a two-foot thick bed of higldy-permeable spawning gravels.

In summary, there continu©to be numerous unresolved deficiencies in the analyses and preliminary
designs which present a risk of significant adverse impacts to the naturalstream andwetland systems
if the December 2000 version of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan and Natural

AR 007479 northwest hydraulic consultants inc.
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Resource Mitigation Plan areapprovedas a basis for mitigationof project impacts. We request on
behalf ofthe AirportCommunitiesCoalitionthat, prior to regulatorycertification or approvalof the
proposed 3rdrunway project,these deficienciesbe resolved.

Sincerely,

NORTHWESTHYDRAULICCONSULTANTS,INC.

WilliamA. Rozeboom, P.E.
SeniorEngineer

co: PeterEglick,HelsellFettermanLLP, FAX (206) 340-0902
KimberlyLockard, AirportCommunitiesCoalition,FAX (206) 870-6540

w_u
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•_o0 :__"" SMT
The T_ird Runway Upda.te- talking points

1. The PugetSoundRegionalCouncilgavethe go-ahead for the 3RW in 1996
withoutin-depthconsiderationofalternativesproposedin Snohomishand
Pierce Counties.

2. ECY has been reviewingthe runwayand relatedSTIA MasterPlan
Improvementproposalssince '96.

3. Over thissame periodwe havebeen to courtregardingthe validityand
administrationof the Port'sNPDES IndustrialStormwaterWaste Discharge
Permit. We haveprevailedoverchallengesto the Port'spermit.
• Note:thisa.m. we receiveda copyof a 60 noticeof intentto sue from

RCAA/CASEto the Port of Seattlefornumerousviolationsof the NPDES
Permit and the CWA. A coverletterIncludedthe argumentthat ECY
cannotconsidera 401 Certificationinlightof the NPDES violations.

4. From the beginning,our issues/primaryareasof concernhave remained
essentiallythe same:
• Natural resourcemitigation (a NRMP), primarilywetlandmitigation(two

sub-basins)
• Wildlifehazardmanagement(WLHMP) andwetlandmitigationconsistent

with needsrelatingto BASH- needforagreementswiththe FAA
• Water Quali_- storrnwatermanagement(SWMP)
• Consistencybetweenthe NRMP andthe SWMP
• Cumulativeand indirectimpactsfrom associatedand/ornearbyprojects
• Flowaugmentationfor Des MoinesCreek
• Cleanfillcriteria
• ESA
• CZM consistency
• HPAs
• ShorelinePermit Exemptionsforoff-sitewetlandmitigationinAuburn(65

_ acres)

leach majorissuehasmultiplesub-issueandsub-sub-issuedimensions,some of
(which are considerai:_more seriousthan thetotalityof numerousotherentire
|projects e.g., cumulati(veimpactsassociatedwithDOT SR-509 construction;flow

_,_ugmentation and the needfor a water rightchange. AR 007182
5. Under great pressure we issued a 401 in 1998. Wit_ate

documentation,we heavilyconditionedthe401 to protectouro-bje,,tivesand

___ assu-"_-compliar_cewithpertinentlawsandregulations.

• The Portfirstappealed,butthenwithdrewitsapplicationfor certification.



..Oct-05:01 04:03p no_'th,-,est hydPaulic COnsu 206 439 2420
P- O_

6. ECY reconstructedits approachwithPortin '98.
• Changedplayersand process
• Maximumclarityregardingourenvironmentalobjectivese.g., wouldnot

allowfurtherdearadationto sub-,b_slnsrequirein-basin/on-sitewetland
_"mlt|gation;Level-IISW detention;etc. (difficultyhere isfunctionof number

andcomplexityof issues- and thePort'sadversarialnature.)

7. Capacityconcerns.
• ContractedwithKingCounty(thePort'sdime)forreviewof the Port's

SWMP.

c8y-Problemsin relationshipwiththePortdiminished,butfundamentalproblems
remainedl

_._y ), POS cultureis notconduciveto non-adversadainature- environmental
C_k / / staffare hiredto secondguessECY/regulatorseverystepof the way (can

r,_\J" // mean big buckse.g., $100 plusmillionforDM Creek RDF)
)_ AP" , Missionof the Port

""// • Port has continuedto undem.stimate:
' ( • ECY resolveto achieveitsenvironmentalobjectives

• What istakes to provideadequatedocumentation on time

_. • Pressurefrom/andeffectivenessofthe opposition

g, Politicaloressurehasonlyintensifiedfrombothdirections(articlestoday in
HighlineNewsand SeattleWeekly).
• Legislators
• Mic Dinsmoreandthe Governor
• The Gravel_tudies (andMaury islandarea-widearseniccontamination

spin-off)
• ACC, RCAA, andCASE- andindividualcitizens,constantbarragesof

letters challengingproposal(meetingsthisweek), threateninglaw suits.
Concerns include:

• Projecthaschanged,needto renotice
• Proposalsinadequate(ACC hasbigbuckstoo, hired

consultantsto challengeeveryaspectof the Port'sproposal
. [NW HG, RachaelPascal...])

10,Currentstatus:The Port reappliedlastSeptember,and the current401 clock
runsoutat the endof the month,.The issuesare the same, projectreview
relatedproblemshavenotponeaway. It i_ 'not yet clear it we will continue
tt_e effortto make a defensibledecisionbythe endof September,or we will
adviseti:m_Pc_",:--" ---- ,,_,_ (again)itsapplication.
• MeetingwithKingCountyyesterday.
• We are close- we are thereonsomeconcerns,workingthrouoh

remainingSW relatedconcerns............

AR 007183
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